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Abstract

This thesis investigates the dynamics of tidewater glaciers and the involved processes

such as calving and basal sliding. This is done by two different approaches.

The first observational part of this study is focussed on Hansbreen, a 16km long
tidewater glacier situated in South Spitsbergen. A detailed analysis of a 16year
time series of front position and geometry was used to identify and investigate the

important processes and factors that control calving and changes in front position
between 1982 and 1998 and on a seasonal scale. The observed abrupt retreat in 1990

is found to be related to a basal depression in the terminus region. The additionally
observed seasonal variations of the front positions are mainly due to variations of

the calving rate and not due to seasonal variations in ice velocity. Observations of

Hansbreen further indicate that melting at the water line may play an important role

by triggering the process of calving during periods of slow front position changes.

The flow behaviour of Hansbreen is studied in detail during two field investigations

performed in summer 1998 and 1999 in cooperation with J. Jania from University of

Silesia, Poland. Temporal variations of the flow of Hansbreen were measured on time

scales from hours to seasons. During the melting season, short events of strongly
increased surface velocities were observed, rather than generally enhanced 'spring'
velocities. These speed-up events are related to periods of strongly increased water

input to the glacier, due to rainfall or enhanced surface melt during a föhn weather

Situation. The close correlation between water pressure recorded in a moulin and

the observed surface velocities suggests that the speed-ups are caused by a strong

increase of basal water pressure which leads to enhanced basal sliding. The speed¬

up was associated to a short peak of the longitudinal strain, which may lead to

additional fracture in the terminus region and therefore affect the process of calving.
The observed short-term velocity variations and associated processes on Hansbreen

are very similar to those observed on landbased valley glaciers. This suggests that the

relevant mechanisms and physical processes that control the flow and its temporal
variations are the same.

Spatially, a strong increase of the flow towards the calving frontwasobservedonHansbreen.Itcouldbeshownthatincreasedbasalslidingduetodecreasedeffectivepressuretowardsthefrontisresponsiblefortheincreaseinflow.Usingaglacierflowmodelincludingawaterpressuredependentslidinglawtheobservedvelocitypattern,especiallythefrontalacceleration,couldbewellreproduced.Inasecondpartofthethesisthedynamicsoftidewaterglaciersisapproachedbynumericalmodelling.AtimedependentnumericalflowmodelfortidewaterV



glaciers has been developed which solves the full equations for the stress and velocity
fields and includes a water pressure dependent sliding law. A calving criterion

is implemented which removes at each time step the part of the glacier that is

thinning below a critical height above buoyancy. In contrast to previous modelling

approaches, the calving rate is an output quantity of the model and not prescribed.

Model experiments are performed for a synthetic but typical tidewater glacier with

a basal depression in the terminus region. With these model experiments the qual¬
itatively described mechanisms and concepts suggested to explain changes in front

positions are examined and the importance of different factors and processes, such

as basal topography, calving and basal sliding on the dynamics of tidewater glaciers
is investigated.

The linear relation between calving rate and water depth proposed on empirical

grounds is qualitatively reproduced by the model for the Situation of a slowly re¬

treating or advancing terminus, but not for situations of rapid changes. Length

changes of tidewater glaciers, especially rapid changes, are dominantly controlled by
the basal topography and are to a minor degree a direct reaction to a mass balance

change. Rapid changes in terminus positions preferably occur in places where the

bed slopes upwards in ice flow direction. In the present model calculations thinning
due to a change in mass balance is only the triggering process of a rapid retreat

through a basal depression. The results also confirm the suggested cycles of slow

advance and rapid retreat through a basal depression by different authors (Meier
and Post, 1987). We conclude that accurate information on the near terminus bed

topography is required for reliable predictions of terminus changes due to climate

changes.

The glacier dynamics model is additionally applied to Hansbreen to analyse the

observed retreat from 1982 to 1998. A seasonal calving rate, estimated from the

observed front positions, is additionally prescribed in the model. The model calcu¬

lations show that the process of buoyancy-induced calving is controlling the abrupt
retreat of Hansbreen through the basal depression. The modelled location of the

jump in retreat is found to be independent of the assumed mass balance and the

prescribed seasonal calving rate and is fixed to the position where the basal depres¬
sion is located. Thus, the abrupt retreat of Hansbreen is mainly an effect of basal

topography in the terminus region and not a direct response to a change in mass

balance or climate.
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Zusammenfassung

In der vorliegenden Arbeit wird die Dynamik von kalbenden Gletschern und der

daran beteiligten Prozesse wie die Kalbung von Eisbergen, das Gletscherfliessen und

basale Gleiten untersucht. Die Studie beschränkt sich auf kalbende Gletscher, welche

auf dem Gletscherbett aufliegen, sogenannte tidewater glacier. Mit numerischen

Modellierungen des Gletscherfliessens und direkten Feldmessungen werden die rele¬

vanten Prozesse untersucht.

Die Feldbeobachtungen stammen im wesentlichen vom Hansbreen, einem 16 km lan¬

gen kalbenden Gletscher, welcher im Süden von Spitzbergen hegt. Die Feldarbeiten

wurden in Zusammenarbeit mit Professor J. Jania von der Universität Schlesien

in Polen durchgeführt. Die Ausweitung von gemessenen Positionen der Gletscher¬

front und -géométrie zwischen 1982 und 1998 bildete die Basis für die Untersuchung
und Indentifikation der relevanten Prozesse und Faktoren, welche die Kalbung und

Gletscherveränderungen in saisonalen und längeren Zeitskalen kontrollieren, Der

beobachtete abrupte Rückzug des Gletschers im Jahre 1990 steht im Zusammenhang
mit einer basalen Übertiefung des Gletscherbettes im Gebiet der Kalbungsfront. Die

Beobachtungen am Hansbreen zeigen weiter, dass während Phasen langsamer Än¬

derungen der Frontposition die Schmelze an der Wasserlinie den Kalbungsprozess
dominiert.

Während zwei Feldkampagnen in den Sommern 1998 und 1999 wurden Verän¬

derungen der Oberflächengeschwindigkeiten des Hansbreen in verschiedenen

Zeitskalen (von Stunden bis Monaten) genauer untersucht. Während der

Schmelzperiode wurden Beschleunigungsereignisse beobachtet, an welchen die Ober-

flächengeschwindigkeiten auf das fünffache des ursprünglichen Wertes anstiegen
und 1 bis 2 Tage dauerten. Aufgetreten sind diese Speed-up Ereignisse in Pe¬

rioden mit stark erhöhter Wasserzufuhr in den Gletscher, welche durch Nieder¬

schlagsereignisse oder stark erhöhte Oberflächenschmelze während Föhn
Wetterla¬genverursachtwurden.DerbeobachteteZusammenhangzwischendemAnstiegderOberflächengeschwindigkeitenunddemzunehmendenbasalenWasserdruck,welcherineinerGletschermühlegemessenwurde,weisendaraufhin,dassdieseSpeed¬upEreignissedurcherhöhtesbasaleGleitenverursachtwerden.DieBeschleuni¬gungsereignissewurdendurcheineStörunginderLängsdehnung(inFliessrichtung)begleitet,wodurchzusätzlicheBrücheundSpaltenbildungenvorkommenkönnenunddamitderprozessderEisbergkalbungbeeinflusstwird.Diebeobachtetenkurzzei¬tigenVariationenderGeschwindigkeitenunddiedabeiauftretendenProzessesindvergleichbarmitdenjenigenvonnichtkalbendenTalgletschern.Dieszeigt,dassfürTalgletscherundkalbendeGletscherdiefürdasFliessenundderenzeitlichen
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Änderungen wesentlichen Prozesse dieselben sind

Am Hansbreen konnte eine starke Zuhname der Oberflächenfliessgeschwindigkeiten
zur Kalbungsfront hin beobachtet werden. Diese Geschwindigkeitszunahme kann

durch erhöhtes basales Gleiten als Folge vom abnehmenden effektiven basalen

Wasserdruck gegen das Gletscherende hin erklärt werden. Mit einem numerischen

Gletscherfliessmodell, welches die Abhängikeit des basalen Gleitens vom Wasser¬

druck berücksichtigt, konnte die beobachtete Geschwindigkeitszunahme gut repro¬

duziert werden.

Im zweiten Teil dieser Arbeit wird die Dynamik von kalbenden Gletschern mit¬

tels numerischer Modellierung untersucht, Dazu wurde ein numerisches Modell für

die Evolution von kalbenden Gletschern entwickelt, welches die vollen Gleichungen
zur Berechnung der Spannungs- und Geschwindigkeitsfelder löst, sowie ein vom

Wasserdruck abhängiges Gleitgesetz beinhaltet. Die Gletscherkalbung wird durch

ein Kriterium berücksichtigt, nach welchem die Position des Gletscherendes nach

jedem Zeitschritt so versetzt wird, dass ein kritischer Wert über dem Schwimm¬

gleichgewicht nie über- oder unterschritten wird (Auftrieb induzierte Kalbung).
Im Gegensatz zu früheren Modellansätzen ist die Kalbungsrate ein Resultat der

Modellrechnungen und wird nicht durch eine Parameterisierung vorgeschrieben.
Für eine synthetische aber für tidewater glaciers typische Geometrie mit einer

basalen Übertiefüng im Frontbereich, sind Modellexperimente mit je einem po¬

sitiven und negativen Massenbilanz Szenario durchgeführt worden. Mit diesen

Modellrechnungen werden die von verschiedenen Autoren vorgeschlagenen quali¬
tativ beschriebenen Mechanismen und Konzepte zur Erklärung von Veränderungen
bei kalbenden Gletschern überprüft

unddieBedeutungverschiedenerFaktorenundProzesse,wiebasaleTopographie,KalbungoderbasalesGleiten,fürdieDynamikdieserGletscheruntersucht.DieModellresultatebestätigenqualitativdieempirischbestimmte,lineareBeziehungzwischenKalbungsrateundWassertiefe(Brownandothers,1982).AllerdingsistsienurbeilangsamenGletscherveränderungengültig.SchnelleLän¬genänderungenwerdenmeistensdurchdiebasaleTopographieimBereichderKalbungsfrontverursachtundsindkeinedirekteReaktionaufMassenbilanzände-rungenSchnelleVorstösseoderRückzügetretenbevorzugtanStellenauf,wodasGletscherbettamGletscherendeinFliessrichtungansteigt.LiegtdasGletscherendeunmittelbarvoreinerbasalenÜbertiefüng,isteineAbsenkungderGletscherober¬flächealsFolgeeinernegativenMassenbilanzderAuslöserfüreinenschnellenGletscherrückzug.WiesichtidewaterglaciersbeieinerKlimaveränderungverhaltenwerden,hängtdeshalbstarkvonderbasalenTopographieabundeinePrognosesetztderengenaueKenntnisvoraus.DieModellrechnungenbestätigenauchdievonverschiedenenAutorenvorgeschlagenenZyklenvonlangsamenVorstössenundschnellenRückzügenvonkalbendenGletscherndurcheinebasaleÜbertiefüng(MeierandPost,1987).DasentwickeltenumerischeModellwurdeaufHansbreenangewendetzurgenauenUntersuchungdesdurchMessungengutdokumentiertenRückzugszwischen1982und1998.Dazuwurde,nebendemzuvorbeschriebenenKalbungskriterium,eineausBeobachtungenabgeschätztesaisonaleKalbungsratevorgeschrieben.DieMo¬dellrechnungenhabengezeigt,dassderbeobachteteschnelleRückzugvon1990
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durch Auftrieb induzierte Kalbung verursacht wurde. Der Ort des modellierten

sprunghaften Rückzugs hängt dabei nicht von der angenommenen Massenbilanz oder

vorgeschriebenen saisonalen Kalbungsrate ab, sondern ist auf das Gebiet der basalen

Übertiefung fixiert. Der abrupte Rückzug im Jahre 1990 ist deshalb eine Folge der

Bettgeometrie und keine direkte Reaktion auf Änderungen der Massenbilanz oder

des Klimas.
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Introduction

The general purpose of this thesis is to improve the understanding of the dynamics
of tidewater glaciers and to identify and investigate the most relevant processes and

their interactions

The dynamics of glaciers that end in the sea or in a lake, is beside changes in mass

balance or climate, additionally affected by the process of calving at the terminus

Calving is the dominating ablation mechanism for the existing ice masses on the

world and accounts for ~70% of the annual mass transfer from glaciers and ice

sheets to the oceans (Van der Veen, 1997) It has been proposed as a major factor

in the retreat of the Northern Hemisphere ice sheets during the last déglaciation

This study is focussed on tidewater glaciers, which are defined as glaciers that end

in the sea with a grounded ice cliff from which icebergs are discharged Tidewater

glaciers are mostly temperate or polythermal and occur in temperate oceanic regions

(Alaska and Patagonia) or subpolar or polar regions (Svalbard, Canadian and Rus¬

sian Arctic, Coastal Greenland or Antarctic Peninsula) The dynamical behaviour

of tidewater glaciers is important with respect to changes in climate, but the interac¬

tion between climate and the dynamics of tidewater glaciers is not well understood

(Van der Veen, 1997) Rapid retreats related to increased calving rates have been

observed for several tidewater glaciers (Meier and Post, 1987), although the climatic

conditions were more or less constant. These observations indicate that such rapid
front position changes are not an immediate response to changes in climate Other

processes such as calving and basal sliding or factors like water depth and basal

topography play an important role for the control of the terminus position

Iceberg calving is a very efficient mechanism for ice loss and permits a much larger
mass loss than surface melting, but the details of the process are notweh understood

Based on observations, an empirical relation has been suggested, in which the calving
rate is expected to increase linearly with water depth (Brown and others, 1982) This

empirical relation results in an accelerated retreat of a tidewater glacier through
a basal depression, but it does not describe the physical mechanism of calving
Observations indicated that in the case of a rapidly retreating tidewater glaciers
the empirical relation should be questioned (Meier, 1994, Van der Veen, 1996) In

addition, observedseasonalvariationsofthecalvingratearenotcorrelatedtothewaterdepthattheterminus(Sikonia,1982)BasalslidingisknowntobeanimportantfactorforthecontrolofthedynamicsoftidewaterglaciersThegenerallyfastflowoftheseglaciersismainlyduetohighbasalslidingbecauseofthehighbasalwaterpressureintheterminusregion1



Increased calving rates were found to be associated with increased basal sliding in

the terminus region, which in turn reduces the retreat. An increase in basal sliding
leads to longitudinal stretching, which may lead to enhanced calving and thinning.
Observation at rapidly retreating Columbia Glacier showed that the part of the

terminus which thins below a critical height above flotation breakes off, probably
due to buoyancy forces and the formation of bottom crevasses (Van der Veen, 1996).
In this interpretation the increase of the calving or retreat rate is initiated and

maintained by thinning and hence, affected by the dynamics of the entire glacier.

The various processes involved in the control of the terminus Position, such as calv¬

ing, basal sliding, longitudinal stretching and thickness changes are not isolated to

the calving front. These processes also lead to strong interactions and feedback

mechanisms, which are crucial for the control of the changes of terminus Position.

The first observational part of this study is focussed on Hansbreen, a 16km long

slowly flowing tidewater glacier situated in South Spitsbergen. A detailed analysis
of a comprehensive data set of front positions of Hansbreen is done and additional

velocity measurements have been performed on the glacier. The aims of this case

study are:

• to determine the characteristics of the flow of Hansbreen and its spatial and

temporal variations and to derive a pattern for basal sliding

.
to identify and investigate the most relevant processes and factors that control

the flow, front position changes and calving for the case of Hansbreen

The second part of this study intends to approach the dynamics of tidewater glaciers
in general by the use of a numerial glacier flow model. The objectives of this mod¬

elling part are:

.
to develope a time dependent numerical flow model for tidewater glaciers that

includes and couples the most important processes controling the dynamics:

glacier flow, calving and basal sliding

With model experiments performed for a tidewater glacier with a basal depression
in the terminus region the author intends:

.
to demonstrate the Performance of the model

.
to examine the qualitative concepts and mechanisms suggested for calving and

the control of the front position of tidewater glaciers

.
to investigate the reactionoftidewaterglaciersandtheirsensitivitytochangesinmassbalanceorclimate.toapplythemodelonthecaseofHansbreenandcomparetheresultswiththeobservedretreat2



Organkation of the thesis

This thesis consists of four papers. In each paper a detailed introduction to the

considered topic is given. Interferometric analysis on the flow field of Hansbreen

is additionally presented in Appendix. The references to all papers are summarly
presented at the end of the thesis.

PAPER 1:

Tidewater glaciers: frontal flow acceleration and basal sliding

Andreas Vieli, Martin Funk, Heinz Blatter
Armais of Glaciology, 31, 2000

This paper aims to explain the observed spatial flow pattern of Hansbreen. Basal

sliding is recognized to play an important role to control the flow behind the calving
front of Hansbreen. A glacier flow model is used, which solves the full equations of

stress and in which a water pressure dependent sliding law is implemented.

PAPER 2:

Short-term velocity variations on Hansbreen, a tidewater glacier in Spits¬
bergen

Temporal variations of the flow of Hansbreen are investigated on time scales of hours

to seasons to identify and explain the controlling processes. Continuous velocity
measurements recorded in summer 1999 with a temporal resolution of 3 to 4 hours

are presented. Possible mechanisms and processes related to the observed temporal
variations of the flow are discussed with emphasis on observed short-term Speed-up
events.

PAPER 3:

Flow dynamics of tidewater glaciers: a numerical modelling approach

In this paper the dynamics of tidewater glaciers is investigated with a time dependent
version of the numerical flow model presented in Paper 1. Calving is implemented

by a flotation criterion and is an output quantity of the model. The model is ap¬

plied for a synthetic but typical tidewater glacier geometry with a basal depression
in the terminus region. Model calculations were performed for different mass bal¬

ance scenarios to investigate the sensitivity of tidewater glaciers on climate changes
and to demonstrate how the glacier change is affected by the considered physical

processes and feedback mechanisms. We also intend to examine the so far qualita¬
tively described concepts and processes suggested for tidewater glaciers on the base

of observations.

3



PAPER 4:

The retreat of a tidewater glacier: observations and model calculations

on Hansbreen

Based on observations and model calculations the retreat over the last two decades

of Hansbreen is investigated. Front position variations between 1982 and 1998 are

presented and the possible controlling factors and mechanisms for the front position
and the calving process are discussed. To give more insight on the cause of an

observed abrupt retreat of Hansbreen in 1990, its evolution is simulated with the

numerical model for the dynamics of tidewater glaciers presented in Paper 3.

4



Paper 1

Tidewater glaciers: frontal flow

acceleration and basal sliding

Andreas Vieli1+2, Martin Funk', Heinz Blatter1

'Geographisches Institut ETH*, Wmterthurerstr. 190, CH-8057 Zurich, Switzerland

2 VAW, ETH Zentrum, Gloriastr.37/89, CH-8092 Zurich, Switzerland

Abstract*

A numerical glacier flow model (finite-element method) is used to suggest the

processes that control the flow behind the calving front of a tidewater glacier
The model is developed for grounded calving glaciers and includes an effective

pressure dependent sliding law. The sliding law is implemented by adding a

soft basal layer with a variable viscosity The model is applied on Hansbreen,

a tidewater calving glacier in Svalbard. Comparison between modelled surface

velocities and observed velocity data shows a good agreement. We conclude

that the flow of a grounded calving glacier can be modelled with an effective

pressure dependent sliding law.

*now Institute of Climate Research ETH

t Annals of Glaciology, 31, 2000
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1.1 Introduction

The Row dynamics of tidewater calving glaciers is of great interest, but poorly
understood (Van der Veen, 1996; Meier, 1994). Increasing surface flow velocities

towards the calving front were observed on several grounded calving glaciers, such as

Hansbreen, Spitsbergen; Columbia Glacier, Alaska (Krimmel and Vaughan, 1987);
Moreno Glacier, Patagonia (Rott and others, 1998) and Nordbo Glacier, Greenland

(Funk, 1990). Understanding the processes controlling the flow field behind a calving
front is essential for developing a physically based model for calving. It is known

that basal sliding strongly affects the flow of grounded calving glaciers (Meier and

others, 1994; Kamb and others, 1994; Van der Veen, 1996). Effective pressure (ice
overburden minus water pressure) is suggested as one important controlling factor

of basal sliding (Iken, 1977; Budd and others, 1979; Bindscbadler, 1983).

This study concentrates on Hansbreen, a grounded calving glacier in Svalbard, for

which an extensive data set exists. A numerical glacier flow model, including basal

sliding, is used to suggest the important processes that control the flow behind the

calving front,

1.2 Data base and field observations

Hansbreen is a tidewater calving glacier situated at Hornsund in southern Spitsber¬

gen. The glacier covers an area of 57 km2 and is about 16 km long (Fig. 1.1). It

ends in the sea with a 1.3 km wide calving front. The front height above water level

varies between 30m and 40m. The glacier bed along the frontal 10 km is below

sea level. Since the establishment of the Polish Polar Station in the victinity of

Hansbreen in 1957, several glaciological investigations were carried out, and an ex¬

tensive data set of Hansbreen is available
(JaniaandKaczmarska,1997).Itincludesglaciersurfacetopographyfromphotogrammetry,bedtopographyfromradio-echo-soundings(Glazovskyandothers,1991)anddepthsoundingsofthefjordinfrontoftheglacier(Gizejewski,1997).Furthermore,annuallymeasuredfrontalpositionsandsurfacevelocitydatadeterminedbyterrestrialphotogrammetryareavailableSince1982(JaniaandKolondra,1982;Jania,1988).Insummer1998additionalsurfacevelocitymeasurementsweremadeonHansbreenbyterrestrialsurveyof7stakesalongaflowlinewithatemporalresolutionof1to2days.Thevelocitydatashowahighvariabilityintimeandspace(Fig.1.2).Spatially,surfacevelocityincreasessignificantlytowardsthecalvingfront,start¬ing4kmbehindtheicecliff(Fig.1.5shownlater).Temporally,periodsofsub¬stantiallyhighersurfacevelocitywereobservedtolastfor2to3days(Fig.1.2).These"fast-flow"eventsoccurredduringperiodswithsignificantlyhighersurfacemeltrates.DailymeantemperaturerecordedatHornsundmeteorologicalstationoftheInstituteofGeophysicsofPolishAcademyofScienceandwaterrunoffdatafromtheneighbouringland-basedWerenskjeldbreen(personalcommunicationfromM.Pulina,Oct.1998)correlatewellwiththeobservedvelocityvariations(Fig.1.2).Atthelateralpartofthefrontalicecliff,anoutflowchannelatsealevelwasob¬served.Duringperiodswithhighsurfacemeltrates,theoutflowingwaterwasunder6



Figure 1 1 Map of Hansbreen showing surface (solid contour lines) and bed

(dashed contour lines) topography The contour intervals are 50m The loca¬
tion of the stakes, used for velocity measurements by terrestrial Survey, are shown

with the corresponding stake numbers (1 to 7) used in the text The dashed-dotted

line indicates the flowhne used for the model calculations

high pressure (fountains of water were observed, accompanied by loud noise) The

measured fast-flow velocities are mean values taken over a three-day period True

maximum values are probably higher. The last ten days of the Observation period
show relatively constant low velocities This "slow-flow" period may correspond to

a winter flow regime

Based on extensive studies on valley glaciers, several authors have pointed out that

short term velocity variations are related to changes of basal water pressure (Iken,
1977, Iken and Truffer, 1997, Meier and others, 1994) The observations on Hans¬

breen suggest that basal sliding predominantly determines the flow field and is af¬

fected by variations of surface melt water production.

7
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Figure 1.2: (a) Variation of flow velocities with time at the stakes 1 to 7 mea¬

sured by terrestrial Survey, (b) Variation with time of mean daily temperature at

Hornsund meteorological Station and daily water runoff at neighbouring Weren-

skj0ldbreen.

1.3 Model description

A flow model based on the finite-element method (MARC, 1997) is used. The code

solves the full equations for the stress and velocity fields. A two-dimensional version



of the model is used to calculate stress and velocity fields along the fiowline shown

in Fig 1 1

Glen's flow law,

^ = Arn-lT« (1.1)

with common values for the flow law exponent n = 3, and the rate factor A =

0 1 bar_3a_I has been used in the model (Paterson, 1994) êtj are the components

of the strain rate tensor, ry are the components of the deviatoric stress tensor and

T is the effective stress (2nd invariant of deviatoric stress tensor)

1.3.1 Basal sliding

The glacier flow model requires an appropriate boundary condition at the glacier
bed to account for basal sliding We assume a relation between sliding velocity v^

and basal shear traction 7b of the form

vb = c(x)-rZ\ (1.2)

where c(x) is the sliding coefficient and n' a Parameter to be specified (Lliboutry,
1968 and 1979)

Figure 1 3 Schematic view of the glacier with a soft basal layer for implementing

a sliding law that relates the basal velocity v\, to basal shear traction rb.
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This relation for basal sliding is implemented in the model by adding a thin soft layer
at the glacier base (Leysinger, 1998; personal communication from H. Gudmundsson,

1998) with a flow law corresponding to equation (1.1) and with flow Parameters n'

and A' (Fig. 1.3). The approach of a different rheology for a subglacial layer has

been used previously by MacAyeal (1989) and Alley and others (1987b) to model

ice streams in Antarctica. In both cases the subglacial layer was assumed to be a

till layer and a linear viscous rheology was used. Here the soft layer with a variable

viscosity is used as a method to implement the suggested sliding law (1.2) for a

given sliding coefficient c(x). The glacier bed corresponds to the interface between

glacier ice and the introduced soft layer (Fig. 1.3). Although the physics of the

sliding in consideration maynotcoincidewiththesoftslabapproach,thedescribedmethodismathematicallycorrect.Foraprescribedbasalboundaryconditionsuchasthegivenslidinglaw(1.2),theSolutionforthestressandvelocityfieldisunique(Colinge,1998).Foraniceslabofthicknessh,withanunderlayingthinsoftlayerofthicknessdandslopeanglea,theanalyticalSolutionofthebasalvelocityVh(Fig.1.3)intheshallowiceapproximation(Flutter,1983)is:--h-{h+d)=2A'(pgsin(a))n'r-nvb=/2Ä(pgs\n(a)z)'"dzJ—(h+d)h»'d+~hn'-ld2+ok3)(1.3)Withd<gchtermsoforder0(d2)canbeneglectedandwegetVhx2dA'r^'=c(x)TbB\(1.4)whichcorrespondstotheassumedslidinglaw(1.2).Fortheflowmodelweassumealinearslidinglawbysettingn'=1.LayerthicknessdisconstantandA'(z)isgivenwiththeslidingcoefficientc(x)andisafunctionofthedistancexalongtheflowline.Theformulation(1.4)iscorrectfortheshallowiceapproximationwhichneglectslongitudinalstressgradientsandapproximatesthebasalsheartractionwiththelocaldrivingstress.Thismaybeapoorassumption,especiallynearthecalvingfrontofatidewaterglacier.Byusingequation(1.4)inourmodelwecanestimatetheerrorsduetothesaidsimplification.Foragivenslidingcoefficientctn(x)=2dA'(x)weobtainfrommodelcalculationsthebasalsheartractionrdelandbasalvelocityvmodelatmeUpperboundaryofthebasallayer.Introducingthesevaluesintoequation(1.2)weobtaintheslidingcoefficientcmodel{x)=v^/t^1whichshouldbeidenticalwithctn(x).Whilefortheshallowiceapproximationcm(x)isequaltocmodel(x),forarealglacierSituationthesecoefficientsaredifferent.ForamodelrunofHansbreenacomparisonbetweencmandcmodetisshowninFig.1.4.Thedifferencesareverysmallintheupperpartoftheglacier(lessthan2%)andexceed10%onlyinthefrontmost300m.10
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Figure 1.4: Difference between input slidingcoefficient c(x)m and calculated sliding

coefficient from model results c(x)model expressed as a percentage of c(x)m for

slow-flow (solid line) and fast-flow (dashed line) scenarios.

1.3.2 Basal water pressure and sliding

Basal sliding is strongly affected by changes in water pressure pw (Iken, 1981; Kamb

and others, 1994; Meier and others, 1994; Jansson, 1995). For experiments of sliding
over hard bed, Budd and others (1979) proposed a sliding law of the form

%OC1b"Ped, (1.5)

where pe is the effective pressure (ice overburden minus water pressure). Bind-

schadler (1983) sucessfully applied a similar form to measured data on glaciers, and

Fowler (1987) has derived a similar relationship on theoretically grounds. The ex¬

ponent rri is often replaced by Glen's flow law exponent n and d is an empirical

positive number.

For sliding over a soft glacier bed, Boulton and Hindmarsh (1987) proposed a viscous

behaviour for sediment deformation of the form

è a Tap~\ (1.6)

where è is the strain rate. On the basis of observations, they determined the ex¬

ponents to be a — 1.33 and b = 1.8. Equation (1.6) results in a sliding law anal¬

ogous to equation (1.5). Recent studies suggest that subglacial till behaves like a

Coulomb-plastic material (Iverson and others, 1998 ), Deformation takes place in

discrete shear zones whose positions fluctuate with changing basal water pressure.

The mean deformation over time results in a very similar equation, as proposed in

(1.6).
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For the present flow model, we assume a simple sliding law taking into account the

effective pressure pe and which is based on current sliding theories. For our model,
the sliding coefficient c(x) of equation (1.2) is assumed to be:

C(X) = q ^p (17)

with the effective pressure p>e(x) = p\(x) — pw(x), where p\(x) is the ice overburden

pressure and pw(:c) the water pressure at the glacier bed. The Parameter m is set

to unity and q is tuned to fit modelled to observed velocities.

1.4 Model results and comparison with observa¬

tions

For the surface geometry of the year 1998 the model was run with various sliding
scenarios. The results are shown in Figure 1.5 and discussed in this section.

1.4.1 Constant sliding coefficient

First, we set c(x) = 0, which corresponds to ice flow without sliding. The calculated

surface velocities from internal deformation of the ice are much smaller than the

observed values (Fig. 1.5). According to the observations, the surface velocities start

to increase 4km behind the calving front. From the difference between modelled

velocities with c(x) = 0 and measurements, we estimate the amount of basal sliding
to be about 3 times the deformation velocity in the upper part and to increase up to

20 times immediate behind the front. With a constant sliding coefficient, c(x) > 0

the surface velocity can be increased by nearly a constant value (Fig. 1.5), but the

modelled velocity increase is limited to the frontmost 300m. It follows that the

observed surface velocity distribution cannot be explained with a constant sliding
coefficient.

1.4.2 Spatially dependent sliding coefficient

To provide a spatially dependent c(x) we introduce the effective pressureassuggestedinequation(1.7)intheslidinglaw(1.2).Sincethebasalwaterpressureduringthevelocitymeasurementsisnotknown,test-seenariosneedtobeassumed.Thebasalwaterpressurebehindacalvingfrontmustbeatleastequaltothepressureoftheverticalwatercolumnatthecalvingface.Duringthemeltseason,thebasalwaterpressureincreasesabovethisminimalpressuretoforcewatertoflowtowardthefront.Becauseourobservationsidentifiedperiodsoffast-flowandslow-flow(Fig.1.2),weselecttwodifferentflowperiodsforthemodelcalculations.12
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Figure 1.5: (a) Profile along the flowline of Hansbreen with glacier bed and surface

topography. The lines within the glacier show the assumed water level scenarios,

(b) Measured (Symbols) and modelled (lines) surface flow velocities for the slow

and fast flow periods of summer 1998.

Slow-flow period

The observed velocities for this period correspond to the mean measured velocities of

the period from July 31, to August 8,1998. The sliding Parameter q and the water

level gradient are adjusted to fit the velocity measurements with the method of

least-squares matching (Fig 1 6) The resulting water level gradient is 0 45" and is

shown in Figure 1 5 This seems to be a reasonable value, however Figure 1 6 shows

that the model is not sensitive to small changes in the water level gradient The

model results are shown in Figure 1 5 and are in good agreement with the observed

velocities Note that the velocity increase, starting 4 km behind the front, is well

reproduced by the model
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Figure 1.6: Sensitivity of the model on Parameter adjustement done by least-

squares matching of modelled and measured velocities for the slow-flow scenario.

The vertical axis shows the mean square error s2 of the modelled and measured

velocities. In (a) the mean square error is shown as a function of the sliding

Parameter q and a constant water level gradient (0.45"). In (b) the mean square

error is shown as a function of the water level gradient and a constant sliding

Parameter (ç = 470).

Fast-flow period

The fast-flow velocities correspond to the mean measured velocities of the period
from July 12, to July 15,1998. The sliding Parameter q is the same as for the slow-

flow scenario. By increasing the water level at the front by 17 m and the water level

gradient to 1.79" we get the best fit to observations (least-squares matching).

This higher water level takes into account the observed increased meltwater produc¬
tion and observed water outflow under high pressure at the lateral part of the calving
front. In the upper 11 km we assume a reduced water level gradient of 0.5°, to take

into account the smaller surface slope in the upper part of the glacier. The modelled

velocities are in good agreement with the measurements, especially the frontal in¬

crease in flow velocity is well reproduced (Fig. 1.5). The rather good agreement for

stakes 1 and 2 suggest that the assumed reduced water level gradient for the upper

11 km is reasonable, at least for the region where stakes 1 and 2 are located. Using
the same sliding Parameter as adjusted for the slow-flow scenario, the model is able

to simulate the fast-flow Situation if we increase the water level accordingly.

1.4.3 Highly crevassed zone

The frontmost 500m of Hansbreen are highly crevassed. The formation of these

crevasses is related to the stress field, which is also calculated in the used flow

14



model. The modelled effective stress reff at the surface is particularly large over a

distance of 500m immediately behind the calving front (Fig. 1.7). It exceeds 1 bar

in all modelled scenarios. If we consider a "Von Mises Critérium" for the formation

of crevasses corresponding to an effective stress above 1 bar (Vaughan, 1993 ), the

observed extent and location of the crevasse zone are in good agreement with the

calculated high values of the effective stress.
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Figure 1.7: (a) Basal shear traction along the flowline from model calculations, (b)

Effective shear stress at the surface along the flowline from the model calculations,

(c) Sliding coefficient of the model along the flowline.

1.5 Conclusion

Surface velocity measurements suggest that basal sliding processes play an important
role in the dynamics and calving of tidewater glaciers, and need to be considered in

the ice flow modelling. It is shown that a sliding law dependent on basal shear stress

can be successfully implemented in the finite-element glacier flow model by adding a

thin soft layer with variable viscosity at the base of the model. Results from model

calculations with constant or zero sliding coefficient only show a frontal velocity

15



increase over a distance of 300m (2 to 5 times the frontal ice thickness) instead

of the observed 4 km. By using a sliding law which relates the sliding coefficient,

and thus the basal velocity, to effective basal pressure, the model results reasonably

reproduce the observed velocity increase behind the calving front. We conclude that

basal sliding processes which strongly depend on the effective pressure, dominantly
control the flow of a grounded calving glacier such as Hansbreen.
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Paper 2

Short-term velocity variations on

Hansbreen, a tidewater glacier
in Spitsbergen

Abstract

In this study spatial and temporal variations of the flow of Hansbreen, a tide¬

water glacier in South Spitsbergen, are investigated. During summer 1999,

variations of the surface flow velocities were measured in the ablation zone of

Hansbreen with a temporal resolution of 3 to 4 hours. During the melting

season, short events with strongly increased surface velocities and a typical

duration of 1 to 2 days were observed. These speed-up events are related

to periods of strongly increased water input to the glacier, due to rainfall or

enhanced surface melt during föhn weather conditions. A close correlation be¬

tween the surface velocities and water pressure recorded in a moulin is found

and suggests that the observed speed-up is caused by changes in basal water

pressure. The strong increase of basal sliding is suggested to be due to the

opening of basal cavities or decoupling at the glacier bed resulting from the

high basal water pressure. This explanation is supported by the locally ob¬

served uplift and slight change in the flow direction during a speed-up event.

The location of the velocity peak is found to propagate downglacier and leads

to short peaks of the longitudinal strain, which may cause additional fracture

in the terminus region and therefore affect the process of calving.
The observed short-term velocity variations and associated processes Oil Hans¬

breen are very similar to those observed on landbased valley glaciers. This

suggests that the relevant mechanisms and physical processes that control the

flow and its temporal variations are the same. In addition, relatively high slid¬

ing velocities and a velocity increase towards the calving front, independent on

temporal changes, were observed on Hansbreen, which seems to be typical for

tidewater glaciers.

17



2
.
1 Introduction

The purpose of this study is to present observations of temporal variations of sur¬

face flow of Hansbreen, a small tidewater glacier in Spitsbergen and to identify the

controlling processes and mechanisms on time scales of hours to seasons. Emphasis
is directed towards observed short-term speed-up events and the processes related

to them.

The flow of glaciers undergoes temporal variations on time scales of daily cycles to

seasons, which are mainly due to changes in the basal boundary condition (Willis,

1995). Geometry and the driving stress do not significantly change over such time

scales. On a seasonal time scale, a velocity increase is often observed at the begin¬

ning of the melting season, when high basal water pressure occurs, which leads to

enhanced basal sliding. An increased basal water pressure is a consequence of en¬

hanced water input and an unsufficiently developed basal drainage system. During
winter the water input is generally small or zero and the subglacial drainage system
is poorly developed. When surface melting starts in spring, the drainage system
is not adjusted to the enhanced water input and the water pressure increases and

leads to enhanced basal sliding. With progressive adaption of the drainage system
to enhanced water input, the water pressure will drop, leading to a decrease in basal

sliding.

Velocity measurements with high temporal resolutions (hours to days) showed dis¬

tinct short-term velocity increases throughout melting seasons on several glaciers,
such as Findelengletscher (Iken and Bindschadler, 1986), Unteraargletscher (Iken
and others, 1983), Variegated Glacier (Kamb and Engelhardt, 1987), Storglaciären
(Jansson and Hooke, 1989; Hanson and Hooke, 1994) and Black Rapids Glacier

(Truffer, 1999). Repeated short events with a two to fivefold increase of the sur¬

face velocities and a typical duration of 1 to 2 days were observed. Such velocity
anomalies are often termed 'mini-surge' or 'spring Speed-up events' because theyoftenoccuratthebeginningofthemeltingseason.Such'Speed-upevents'areoftenassociatedwithaverticalupliftintheorderofafewdecimeters(Ikenandothers,1983;KambandEngelhardt,1987;Truffer,1999).OnVariegatedGlacierhighbasalwaterpressurewasfoundtobethecauseoftheobservedsurfaceSpeed-ups(KambandEngelhardt,1987).Inthiscasethevelocitypeakpropagateddownglacierataspeedofabout300mh-1andwasrelatedtoadownpropagatingpressurewave.VerysimilaronFindelengletscher,ahighpressurewavepropagatingdownglacierataspeedofabout100mh-1wasrelatedtoaneventofacceleratedsurfacemotion(IkenandBindschadler,1986).Duetothetemporalshiftofthevelocitypeak,suchaneventisaccompaniedbyaVariationoflongitudi¬nalsurfacestrainasobservedforVariegatedGlacier(RaymondandMalone,1986)andStorglaciären(JanssonandHooke,1989).Theshort-termvelocityvariationsobservedonStorglaciärenwerefoundtocorrelatewithsubglacialwaterpressurevariations,whichwererelatedtoenhancedwaterinputtotheglacier(Hansonandothers,1998;HansonandHooke,1994).Thecurrentknowledgeofthetemporalvariationsoftheflowontimescalesofsea¬sonstohoursandtherelatedmechanismsarederivedfromstudiesandobservations18



on alpine valley glaciers with generally small sliding velocities. The flow of tidewater

glaciers, which are defined as grounded calving glaciers ending in the sea, is dom-

inantly controlled by basal sliding (Van der Veen, 1996). The generally high basal

sliding velocities (Meier and Post, 1987) and the typically increased flow velocities

towards the calving front are mainly due to the persistent high water pressure in

the terminus region (Vieh and others, 2000). This difference in the general water

pressure and flow pattern between tidewater and valley glaciers indicates that the

temporal variations of glacier flow and the relevance of the controlling mechanisms

are not necessarily the same.

In the 1960s, Voigt (1979) observed enhanced surface velocities at the beginning of

the melting period on tidewater glacier Kongsvegen and Kongsbreen (Spitsbergen)
and detected short events of velocity increase similar to speed-up events. For the

large and rapidly flowing tidewater Columbia Glacier both clear diurnal cycles of the

flow and speed-up events similar to those observed on valley glaciers were observed

(Meier and others, 1994). These events were related to enhanced water input due to

rainfall or intensive melting. Although the observations show that rapid sliding is

caused by high basal water pressure, they do not support a direct relation between

basal sliding and water pressure. Instead, a relation between basal sliding and

water storage at the bed was recognized (Kamb and others, 1994). In addition

for Columbia Glacier a clear seasonal Variation of the flow was observed with a

maximum in late fall at the terminus, which occurred delayed further upglacier

(Meier and others, 1985). The period of maximum speed also corresponds to the

period of highest englacial water storage estimated from meteorological observations

(Tangborn, 1997). The velocity during
speed-upeventsisonly30%higherthantheaverageflow,whereasforthelandbasedglaciersmentionedaboveatwotofivefoldvelocityincreasewasobserved.TheslidingvelocitiesofColumbiaGlacierareveryhighthroughouttheentireyear(3to9md^1)andthereforestronglyaffectthebasaldrainagesystem.Uptonownocomprehensivestudyontheflowofslower,smallertidewaterglaciers,suchasHansbreen,hasbeenperformed.2.1.1HansbreenHansbreenisatidewaterglaciersituatedinsouthernSpitsbergen,whichcalvesintoHomsund(Fig.2.1).Theglacierisabout16kmlong,flowsfromaglacierizedsaddleatanaltitudeof500ma.s.1.downtotheseaandtheaveragesurfaceslopeis1.8degrees.Thelowest12kmoftheglacierbedarebelowsealevel,withamaximumbasaldepressiondepthof-100mandamaximumicethicknessofabout350m.TheflowregimeofthefrontalregionofHansbreenwasfirstinvestigatedbyJaniaandKolondra(1982)usingterrestrialphotogrammetry.Increasedvelocitiestowardstheglacierterminusweredetected.Velocityvariationsonseasonalandshortertimescaleswereobserved(Jania,1988),howeverthemeasurementintervalsweregenerallylongerthan5days.Inadditiontothevelocitymeasurements,glacierquakeswererecorded(Janiaandothers1985;Gorski,1997).Insummer1998,surfacevelocitymeasurementswereperformedbyterrestrialsurveyof7stakeswithatemporalresolutionofoneday(Vieliandothers,2000;Fig.2.1).
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Figure 2.1: Map of Hansbreen showing surface topography. The contour intervals

are 50 rn. The location of stakes used for velocity measurements are indicated.

Strong variations of the surface flow velocity were observed in time and space. Short

periods of substantially higher surface flow velocities were detected and occurred

during periods of significantly increased melt rates related to föhn. The duration

of these speed-up events was 1 to 3 days. In the frontal 4 km, a significant increase

of flow velocities along the flowline towards the calving front was observed. Vieli

and others (2000) showed that the decreasing effective pressure towards the front is

responsible for the increase in basal sliding. Using a numerical glacier flow model

including an effective pressure dependent sliding law, a good agreement between

measured and modelled velocity was obtained, in particular for the frontal acceler¬

ation pattern.

In summer 1999 a field investigation was performed looking at the temporal and

spatial variations of the flow velocities of Hansbreen with high temporal resolution.

The measurement period lasted from June 21 to July 26, 1999 and the results

obtained are presented in this paper.
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2.2 Observational program

Four GPS stations were set up along a flowline on Hansbreen, labelled as A, B, C,
D. The lowest Station was located 800m behind the calving front and the highest
one 3.6 km away from it (Fig. 2.2). The GPS stations were mounted on aluminium

poles drilled 5 m into the ice (Fig. 2.3) and the electric power supply was provided
from a solar panel. A fifth GPS receiver was installed outside the glacier close to the

Polish Polar Station and was used as reference Station. Three (A, B, D) of the four

permanent stations were in Operation continuously from June 21 to July 26. For a

short period, GPS Station C was moved to a fixpoint outside the glacier (Fig. 2.2).
Position measurements were repeated at intervals of three to four hours, depending
on satellite availability. The mission duration was about 20min. Both the Ll and

L2 phase Signals were recorded. Data processing was performed with the Leica SKI

Software (Version 2.2).

The a priori error of a GPS measurement is specified as ±3 mm ±2ppm for the

horizontal position and about twice as much in the vertical direction. From a detailed

analysis using data from the additional fixpoint outside the glacier, the a posteriori
error is determined as shown in Table 2.1 (Vieser, 2000). For the horizontal position
the a posteriori error ohor is specified with ±3 mm fl ppm and is slightly better

than the a priori value. The vertical a posteriori error (Jver is specified with 3.2

times the horizontal value, which is significantlyworsethantheapriorivalue.Thisisduetothefactthatnosatellitesarepassingnearzenithatsuchhighlatitudes(77"N).Table2.1:HorizontalandverticalaposteriorierroroftheGPS-Positionmeasure¬mentatthedifferentstations.StationnameBaselinelengthDifferenceinElevationtoReferenceStation&hor4mm5mm"verFixpointA1.8km3.0km26m69m13mm17mmB3.5km113m5mm17mmC4.8km148m7mm23mmD5.5km183m9mm29mmInadditionninepolesweresetupalongtheflowlineatregulardistancesbetweenthecalvingfrontandtheglaciertop(Fig.2.1)andsixadditionalpolesinatransverseprofilelocated800mupglacierfromthecalvingfront(Fig.2.2).ForbothprofilestheGPSpositionmeasurementswererepeateduptofourtimesduringtheinvestigationperiodatintervalsofafewdaystoweeks.Waterpressurewasmeasuredwithavibratingwirepressuresensorinanactivemoulin,situated500mupglacierfromtothehighestGPSreceiverD(Fig.2.2).Pressuremeasurementswerecarriedoutevery30secandtheaveragedvaluesover21
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Figure 2 2 Map of the frontal region of Hansbreen showing the location of the

Stakes used for the velocity measurements The permanent GPS stations are

indicated with the solid black dots The solid and the dashed contours indicate the

glacier surface and bed topography, respectively The contour intervals are 50 m

The Cross symbols mark the positions of the additional poles for the transverse

(x) and longitudinal (+) velocity profile.

15 min were stored The pressure data was converted in meters of water level above

sea level The absolute depth of the sensor was estimated at 173 m ±7 m below the

glacier surface corresponding to 25 m ±7 m above sea level The glacier bed at this

location is 81 m below sea level The sensor was installed on July 12, one day after

the moulin became free from the winter snow pack

Meteorological data were recorded at the meteorological station of the Institute of

Geophysics of the Polish Academy of Science, situated at the Polish Polar Station,
15 m above sea level about 2 km away from the glacier terminus Ablation was

measured several times during the investigation period on the same poles used for

the GPS measurements Runoff from the neighbouring landbased Werenskioldbreen

was estimated by measuring the water level of its outflow river at half day intervals

(personal communication from J Jania, University of Silesia, August 1999)
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Figure 2 3 Uppermost, permanent GPS-Station D installed on Hansbreen with the

Controller box and the solar panel to provide electric power

2.3 Observation results

2.3.1 Climatic conditions

Surface melting started before the beginning of the measurement period At that

time the glacier was still covered with snow, which was wet in the lower part After

July 12, the lower part of the glacier surface, where ablation was measured, became

snow free The temperature measured at the meteorological station was above the

freezing point during the entire investigation period (Fig 2.4d). From June 22 to

June 29 several rainfall events occurred In the accumulation area, precipitation
fell as snow several times, indicating temperatures below zero degrees there A 4

day fohn period started on July 15 and was characterized by strong easterly winds,

clear sky and increased mean daily air temperatures at the meteorological station

by about 5" (Fig 2.4d). This fohn period was briefly interrupted in the night from

July 17 to 18 During the fohn period surface ablation was enhanced by a factor of

2 to 3 at the stake locations in the lower part of the glacier (Table 2 2) Melt water

streams formed at the surface and the color of the glacier surface in the terminus

region changed from white to blue within a few hours

2.3.2 Variations in water pressure

The water level measured in the glacier moulin located 500m upglacier of station

D is shown in Fig 2.4c. In the period of Observation from July 12-26 the water
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Table 2.2: Amount of ice melted (cm d~L) for three different time periods. Period

1 (21. 6.-15. 7.) is before the föhn period, Period 2 (15. 7.-18. 7.) during the föhn

period and Period 3 (21.7.-23.7.) after it. The error of the ablation measurements

isilcmd-1.

Station Ablation of ice (cmd l)
name Period 1 Period 2 Period 3

A 2.7 9.8 4.3

B 3.5 6.7 3.0

C 2.3 7.2 -

D - 9.3 3.5

pressure underwent strong temporal variations. First the water level was 80 m below

the surface. At the beginning of the föhn period on July 15, it started to increase

strongly and reached the maximum value of 29 m below the surface, corresponding
to the flotation level at this location. This water level peak was followed by a drop
of about 120 m to a level of 155 m below the surface. Daily fluctuations with an

amplidude of roughly 5 m were superimposed on the described longterm water level

changes.

2.3.3 Velocities and vertical displacement

Temporal variations

The measured vertical displacement and the horizontal velocities of the four per¬

manent GPS stations are shown in Fig. 2.4a and 2.4b. The horizontal velocities

shown in Fig. 2.4b and 2.5b are derived from a smooth cubic spline interpolation
of the horizontal displacement by the EVISL based routine CSSMOTH available in

PV-WAVE (1995). Due to gaps in the data for Station C only the velocities and

vertical displacement for the three others stations are shown.

The velocity records of all stations show two distinct speed-up events, both lasting
about 2 days. During speed-up event 1 (SE 1) the velocities increased by a factor

of two and reached the maximum on June 26. During speed-up event 2 (SE2) the

velocities increased by a factor of about six and reached the maximum value in the

evening of July 16. Between the two speed-up events the velocities were on a low and

rather constant level, with a slight slow down after SE 1. The second speed-up event

(SE2) is much more pronounced than the first. After SE2, the velocities dropped
to a significantly lower level thanbeforetheevent.ThediurnalvelocityfluctuationsnoticeableinFigure2.4barewithintheerrorbaroftheGPSmeasurements.FromtheavailabledatawecannotdecidewhetherthosefluctuationsarediurnalvariationsoftheicefloworasystematicerrorinthepositiondeterminationbythedifferentialGPSmethod(Vieser,2000;Meinck,1998).Thefirstevent(SE1)tookplaceatall4stations,butonlytheobservationsofstationj4andßcoveredthefullevent(Fig.2.4b).Thetwomeasuredmotioneventsaresimultaneousandnosignificantchangeoftheverticaldisplacementwasobserved.24
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Figure 2 5 Zoomed section of the time record around SE2 showing (a) the rela¬

tive vertical Position, (b) horizontal surface velocities, (c) longitudinal strain rates

between stations B and A, and D and B and (d) the water pressure measured in

a moulin

The second speed-up event occurred 20 days later, after a period of more or less

constant surface velocities and climatic conditions (Fig 2 4) Again this event was

recorded at all four stations The duration of SE 2 was about 2 days and occurred at

the beginning of a 4 day fbhn period with the velocity maximum in the evening of

16 July (Fig 2 4 and 2 5) The maximum velocities of SE 2 at the different stations

are shifted in time (Fig 2 5 and 2 6) The maximum velocity is first reached at the

highest station D and occurred with some delay at station B and station A. The

temporal shift
ofthevelocitypeakbetweenstationDandAisabout3hours,whichisclosetothetemporalresolutionoftheObservationForadistanceof2940mbetweenthesetwostationsapropagationvelocityforthevelocitypeakofabout1000mh"1resultsVerticaldisplacementTherelativeverticalpositionchangewithtimeofstationA,BandDisshowninFig.2.4a.ThesymbolsrepresentsinglemeasurementsfortheverticalpositionminusameanverticaldisplacementtrendovertheObservationperiodThemeasuredstrongfluctuationsoftheverticalpositionhaveanamplitudeofabout3cmandare
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Figure 2.6: Close up view of speed-up event 2 showing the measured (top) hori¬

zontal surface velocities of the permanent stations. Below the water level recorded

in the glacier moulin is shown with the time of maximum water level (vertical line).

within the a posteriori error (Table. 2.1). For station D a significant uplift (~10cm)
is observed between July 16 and 18, simultaneous to SE 2 (Vieser, 2000). For stations

A and B similar uplifts are indicated, but the signals are weak. In addition to the

uplift a slight change of the flow direction is observed for station D and B during SE 2

(Fig. 2.7). Both stations moved about 6cm to the right of the general flow direction

during the speed-up event and switched back after it. Such a flow direction change
is not significant for the two other stations A and C.

Table 2.3: Time periods for velocity measurements along the flowline and the

transverse profile.

Period 1 30.6.-7.7.1999 Slow flow before speed-up event 2

Period II 7.7.-21.7.1999 1 Including speed-up event 2

Period III 21 7.-25.7.1999 1 Slow flow after speed-up event 2

1998 August 98 | Slow flow after a speed-up event in 1998

Spatial Variation

For different periods in 1999 and 1998 surface flow velocities were measured along
the flowline (Fig. 2.1). These periods are specified in Table 2.3 and indicated in

Figure 2,4b. The corresponding surface flow velocities along the flowline are shown

in Figure 2.8. For all periods a strong increase of the surface movement towards the
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Figure 2 7 (a) Map view of all relative positions of the four permant GPS-stations

(shown in arbitrary coordinates), (b) Close up of the indicated section in (a).
Large Symbols indicate position measurements between July 16:00 h and July 17

16.00 h, which corresponds to the Speed-up event 2.

terminus was observed Lowest velocities occurred for the two periods after strong

speed-up events in 1999 and 1998 In the upper 5 km of the glacier the velocities

did not significantly change for the different periods. In Figure 2 8 an additional

velocity value from April 9/10,1996 is shown, which was derived from interferometric

analysis (personal communication from H Rott, University of Innsbruck, August

1998)

Surface velocities in a transverse Profile, located 800m behind the terminus

(Fig 2.2), are shown in Figure 2 9 The measurements do not cover the orographic
left side of the glacier because of crevasses. Maximum velocities are located in

a 500m wide zone in the middle of the glacier and decrease to zero towards the

orographic right margin
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Figure 2.8: (a) Glacier geometry shown along a flowline of the glacier. The location

of the four permanent GPS stations are indicated by the solid flags, the white flags

indicate the poles of the longitudinal velocity profile. In addition, the approximative

location of the pressure sensor in the glacier moulin is shown together with the

mean water level before SE2 (middle), the maximum water level (top) and the

minimum level after SE2 (lowest), (b) Measured horizontal velocities along the

flowline for different time periods which are specified in Figure 2.4b and Table 2.4.

2.4 Interpretation and discussion of observations

2.4.1 General flow characteristics

The observations on Hansbreen show a few but distinct short-term speed-up events

during the melt season (Fig. 2.4b). This is in contrast to the anticipated general
increase of ice velocities during the entire melt season. The data of Hansbreen shows

that the occurrence of such speed-up events is not limited to the beginning of the

melting season. Periods of enhanced melt due to strong föhn weather situations

can OCClir during the whole ablation period and cause such speed-up events. After
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Crosses for July 7 to 8, the triangles for July 21 to 23 and the dots for July 23 to

25. The dotted line represents the velocities due to ice deformation estimated by

the shallow ice approximation using the local ice thickness and surface slope.

the Speed-up events, the velocities return to a slighty lower value than before The

observations from Hansbreen in 1998 indicated a very similar general flow behaviour

during the melt season, but the temporal resolution of the velocity measurements

was only 1 to 2 days (Vieli and others, 2000)

The annual velocities between summer 1998 and 1999 are in the range of the veloc¬

ities observed in a period between the two Speed-up events (Period 1) but they are

above the slow flow values observed in 1998 and 1999 after a strong Speed-up event

(Period 111, Fig 2 8) The interferometrically derived velocity from April 9/10 1996

is a representative value for the arctic winter and is close to the annual and summer

slow flow values These observations, together with earlier studies on the flow of

Hansbreen (Jania, 1988) indicate that during winter no significant increase of the

flow occurs and the surface motion is in the range of the slow flow observed during

summer. The observations show that apart from these short-term Speed-up events

the glacier movement is almost steady with the seasons. The seasonal flow behaviour

of Hansbreen seems to be similar to the flow of tidewater glacier Kongsvegen (Voigt,

1979)
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Spatial variation of the flow

The accelerated flow along the flowline towards the glacier terminus observed on

Hansbreen is typical for tidewater glaciers (Fig. 2.8). Vieli and others (2000) showed

that this increase in the flow is mainly due to enhanced basal sliding towards the ter¬

minus. Although the flow pattern in the frontal part of Hansbreen is very different

from valley glaciers, it can be explained with the same water pressure dependent slid¬

ing law (Vieli and others, 2000). The strong velocity increase towards the terminus

implies increased longitudinal extension (Fig. 2.5c), which causes the observed en¬

hanced surface crevassing towards the terminus. Except during the speed-up event,

the differences of horizontal velocities between the different stations are more or less

constant with time (Fig. 2.4b and 2.8), which is illustrated by the rather constant

longitudinal strain rates in the periods between the speed-up events (Fig. 2.5c). The

flow in the upper accumulation area is found to be more or less constant during the

Observation period.

The measured velocities in the transverse profile show that the shape of the velocity
distribution between fast and slow flow does not change significantly (Fig. 2.9). This

illustrates how difficult it is to detect spatial variations of the basal flow field with

surface observations. A rough estimation of the ice deformation by the shallow

ice approximation using the local ice thickness, surface slope and a rate factor of

0.214 a_1bar~3 and the exponent n = 3 (Paterson, 1994) shows that even during
slow flow periods the longitudinal flow is dominated by basal sliding (Fig. 2.9).

2.4.2 Short-term variations

Glacial hydrological system

SE 1 is related to a period of enhanced water input to the glacier due to a pronounced
rainfall event, with little changes in air temperatures.

ThesnowcoverinthelowerpartwasthinandalreadywetbeforeSE1.Therefore,waterstoragecapacityofthesnowpackwassmallandanenhancedwaterinputtothedrainagesystemduetoprecipitationislikely.InthesecondpartoftheObservationperiod,whenSE2tookplace,precipitationwasclosetozeroandthesurfaceatthefourstationswassnowfree.SE2isrelatedtoaföhneventwithenhancedsurfacemelting.Temperatureisagoodindexvalueforsurfacemeltingontheglacier(Ohmura,2001)andthereforethesignificantlyhigherairtemperaturesduringtheföhnperiodledtoenhancedsurfacemeltandtoastrongincreaseofwaterinputtotheglacier.ThetemperaturewasmeasuredatthemeteorologicalStation,locatedattheshoreofHornsund.Ontheglacier,thetemperatureincreaseduetoföhnisprobablyevenhigherthanatthemeteostation,becausetheglacierislocatedontheleewardsideofa1000mmountainridge,whereasthemeteostationismoreexposedtothefiordclimate.Duringtheföhnperiodtheskywasclearandthereforeenhanceddirectsolarraditionadditionallyincreasedsurfacemeltingontheglacier.Usingtemperatureasanindexforthesurfacemelta4dayperiodofmuchhigherwaterinputtotheglacierresultsforSE2,withashortinterruptionduringthenight
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from July 17 to 18. A small time lag between the temperature signal and the water

input to the glacier is expected to be in the order of hours. The observed doubling
of the ablation rate confirms the increased water input during the föhn period (Ta¬
ble 2.2) and the water pressure measured in the moulin reflects this enhanced water

input. Flotation level was reached in the afternoon of July 16. Although the water

input was still high, the water level started to decrease because of changes in the

intra or subglacial drainage system.

The relatively constant meteorological condition before the föhn period indicates

a constant water input to the glacier and therefore the basal drainage system was

well adjusted to this water input. At the beginning of the föhn period the drainage

system was not efficient enough to drain the sudden enhancement of the water input
and leads to the observed increase of water pressure in the moulin. When the water

pressure reaches the flotation level, local decoupling at the bed may increase the

basal discharge by additional flow through basal cavities. Due to this reorganization
to a more efficient drainage system, the water level within the moulin starts to

decrease even if the water input remains high. The outflow record of landbased

neighbouring Werenskioldbreen situated in the east of Hansbreen also indicates a

continuing high water input to the glacier (Fig. 2.4e). At the end of the föhn period
the water input decreases, but the drainage system is still adjusted to the high
water input. Therefore the water pressure drops to a lower value than before the

föhn event. The following slow increase of the water pressure indicates a renewed

adjustement of the drainage system to this reduced water input, most likely by
channel closure due to viscous deformation, when ice pressure exceeds water pressure

(Röthlisberger, 1972). The duration of the enhanced water supply for SE2 was

longer than the responding pressure and surface speed-up event associated withit.Weproposethattheobserveddurationofthepressureeventof1to2daysrepresentsthetimescalerequiredbythesubglacialdrainagesystemtoadjustitselftoawaterinputperturbation.Intheperiodbeforeandafterthepeak,thediurnalcyclesinwaterlevelreflectthediurnalVariationofmeltwaterinput.Thetimescaleofthesefluctuationsseemstobebelowthesuggestedtimeneededforthesubglacialdrainagesystemtoadjusttochangesinwaterinput,whichexplainsthediscernabledailyvariationsinwaterlevel.ThemoulininwhichwaterpressurewasmeasuredwasalreadyactivebeforeSE2,whichindicatesthatachannelizeddrainagesystemalreadyexistedtosomeextendbeforeSE2.Theobservedwaterpressurewasmeasuredinamoulinandnotattheglacierbeditself.Thus,theobservedpressureisexpectedtorepresentthewaterpressurevaria¬tionsofthedrainagesysteminthevicinityofthemoulinandnotthelocalpressureatthebed.Itisnotknowwhereorhowthemoulinorchannelishydraulicallyconnectedtotheterminusorglacierbed,whichisbelowsealevel.Intheorographicleftpartofthecalvingfront,wheretheseaisveryshallow,anoutflowchannelattheglacierbedwasobservedduringperiodsofhighdischarge.TheoutflowingwaterwasenrichedwithSedimentwhichalsoindicatescontactofthedrainagesystemwiththeglacierbed.Speedupeventsdetectedinsummer1998(Vieliandothers,2000)werealsorelatedtoföhnperiodswithenhancedsurfacemeltingandconfirmthetypicaltimescaleof2days.32



Speed-up, water pressure and water storage

The velocities of SE2 are closely related to the observed peak in water pressure in

a moulin. With increasing or decreasing water pressure the surface velocities were

observed to increase or decrease, respectively. The maximum velocity was reached

when water pressure was almost at flotation level.

The very short time scales involved in the observed speed-up events suggest that

the drastic changes of surface flow are caused by changes in basal sliding and not by
internal ice deformation. For Hansbreen, ice flow in the terminus region is known

to be mainly due to basal sliding (Vieli and others, 2000). From other studies

and theory we expect that such short-term changes in basal sliding are mainly
due to a sudden increase of basal water pressure (Iken and Bindschadler, 1986;

Kamb and Engelhardt, 1987; Fischer and Clarke, 1997). According to the present

knowledge basal sliding is expected to increase progressively with increasing water

pressure under a fixed basal shear stress, due to enhanced formation of basal cavities

(Bindschadler, 1983; Budd and others 1979; Iken, 1981) or decreased strength of a

basal Sediment layer (Boulton and Hindmarsh, 1987). The observational data set

of SE 2 from Hansbreen shows that the horizontal speed-up and the recorded water

pressure peak occurred almost simultaneously (Fig. 2.4 and 2.5). When formation

and growth of basal cavities take place due to high basal water pressure, the sliding

velocity is rather related to water storage at the bed than directly to water pressure.

Maximum velocities would then occur when water storage is highest. Water storage

was also found to control basal sliding for short-term velocity variations on tidewater

glacier Columbia (Kamb and others, 1994) and Le Conte (personal communication

from K. Echelmeyer, University of Alaska, March 2001). When the water pressure

reached the flotation level, bed Separation and basal decoupling may have occurred

in larger areas and led to additionally enhanced
sliding.Inthesedecoupledareas,whichareexpectedtooccurmainlyinthecentralpartofthebed,thebasalsheardragwouldbetransferredtoregionswhicharestillsticky(Blatterandothers,1998).ThevelocitiesafterSE2wereslightlylowerthanbeforeit.Thisslowdowncanbeexplainedwiththeobservedrecordofthewaterlevel,whichwasatalowerlevelaftertheeventthanbefore.ForSE1nowaterpressuredataareavailable,butincreasedwaterpressureisexpectedduetotheadditionalwaterinputfromapronoucedrainfalleventinthemorningofJune25(Fig.2.4).TemporalshiftTheobservedtemporalshiftofthelocationofthevelocitypeakduringSE2suggeststhatapressurewavewaspropagatingdownglacierwithanapproximatevelocityof1000mh"1.Enhancedwaterinputoccurredsimultaneouslyoverthewholeablationzoneandthereforeanincreaseofthewaterpressureisalsoexpectedtooccurevery¬whereatthesametime.Thedrainagesystemwasprobablylessefficientupglacierthanintheterminusregion.Asaconsequencethewaterpressurerosefasterintheupperablationareaandfirstreachedtheflotationlevelthereandthenpropagateddownwards.Becausespeed-upeventswerenotrecordedintheupperaccumulationzone(Fig.2.8)abasalwaterpressureriseprobablytookplaceonlyinthelowerIOkm.Intheupper5kmlessablationoccuredandtheglacierwascoveredbyfirn.33



The melt water penetrates regularly over the whole glacier surface and is first stored

in the firn. Thus, the disturbance in water input to the basal drainage system is

strongly delayed and damped.

Such velocity or pressure peaks moving downwards were observed on several other

glaciers. For Findelengletscher (Iken and Bindschadler, 1986) and Variegated Glacier

(Kamb and Engelhardt, 1987) propagation velocities of the pressure peak were

100 m h-1 and 300 m tT1, respectively. Low propagation velocities were suggested
to be related to enhanced water storage outside the basal conduits (Iken and Bind¬

schadler, 1986). Thus, the significantly higher value found for Hansbreen compared
to other glaciers indicates rather low water storage. Another reason for the high

propagation velocity may be that the water pressure reached flotation and caused

ice-bed decoupling of larger areas at the bed

The temporal shift of the velocity peak implies changes of the longitudinal strain

rate between the different stations shown in Fig. 2.5c. Longitudinal compression
results on the front side of the velocity peak and longitudinal extension on the

leeward side. The generally higher extension rate found between two lower stations

is related to the strong acceleration towards the calving front. The high peak in

the longitudinal extension rate that occurs during the speed-up event may lead to

additional fracture and to crevasse opening at the surface. Because of the associated

high water pressure the formation of bottom crevasses is expected (Van der Veen,

1998). Thus, changes in the flow on such short time scales may affect the process of

calving at the terminus, but not vice versa.

For SEI no significant temporal shift of the velocity peaks between the different

stakes can be ascertained (Fig. 2.4). Because
thevelocitypeaksaremuchlesspronouncedforSE1thanforSE2andonlythetwostationsBandAcoverthewholespeed-upevent,suchatemporalshiftcouldnotbedetected.ForSEI,arainfalleventisthecauseforthevelocitypeak,whereasenhancedsurfacemeltingwasresponsibleforSE2.UpliftandchangeofflowdirectionAsmallverticalupliftduringSE2couldbeinferredfromthemeasurements(Fig.2.4and2.5).ForStationDtheverticalupliftwas10cm,whichissignificantlyabovemeasurementerrors,whereasforStationAandBitiswithintheerrors.Thever¬ticalupliftoccursduringtheperiodofenhancedvelocitiesandwaterpressure.Aconsequenceofthehighbasalwaterpressure,attainingtheflotationlevel,canbetheformationofbasalcavitiesandwaterstorageatthebed,whichmayexplainthemeasuredverticaluplift.ThehighwaterpressuremayalsoleadtoanextensionofthebasalSedimentandresultinaverticaluplift,assuggestedforthecaseofBlackRapidsGlacier(Truffer,1999).ThisexplanationrequirestheexistenceofabasalSedimentlayerofsufficientthickness.Atthebeginningofthespeed-upevent,whenlongitudinalcompressionoccurs,ver¬ticalextensionisexpectedbecauseofmassconservationandincompressibility.As¬sumingconstanthorizontalstrainratesfromsurfacetothebase,theupliftduetoverticalextensionisestimatedtobeonetotwoordersofmagnitudesmallerthanthe10cmobservedatStationD.Fromtheobservationswesuggestthatwaterstorage
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at the bed by the formation of basal cavities or bed Separation is the most probable
reason for the observed uplift.

SE 2 was also associated with a slight change of the flow direction at Station J) and B

but not for the two other stations A and C, which indicates the local Character of this

phenomenon. The high water pressure may cause local decoupling and Separation
of the glacier from the bed and lead to high basal velocities in this area. Thus the

sliding pattern at the glacier bed is expected to be inhomogeneous in space. In the

decoupled areas the basal shear drag has to be transferred to the sides which are still

sticking. The resulting surface flow distribution to this spatial Variation of the basal

velocity is damped and smoothed. The observed small changes in flow direction

may reflect important spatial variations of the basal flow field, due to local ice-bed

decoupling during periods of high basal water pressure.

The local Character of the observed uplift and change in flow direction supports the

idea that these effects are related to basal cavitation and local decoupling of the

glacier from the glacier bed.

2.5 Conclusions

The study performed on Hansbreen during the melt season shows that sporadic well

pronounced short-term Speed-up events with a typical duration of 1-2 days occur,

rather than generally enhanced flow velocities during the melt season. Such events

are related to periods of enhanced water input to the glacier, either due to rainfall

or intensive melt events (föhn Situation). The rapid velocity changes suggest that

such events are due to enhanced basal sliding. The close correlation between surface

flow and recorded water pressure in a moulin suggests that the speed-up is caused

by enhanced basal water pressure. The rapid increase of sliding is expected to be

due to a rapid opening of basal cavities resulting from the high basal water pressure.

When the water pressure reaches flotation, additional decoupling over larger areas

may occur at the glacier bed, leading to further increase in local sliding rates. Thus,
for the observed Speed-up events, water storage at the bed

isanimportantfactorforbasalsliding.Thespeed-upwasobservedatallstationsintheablationzone,butthevelocitypeakisfoundtobeshiftedslightlywithtime.Thelocationofthemaximumve¬locitypropagatesdownglacierwithroughly1000mh-1,suggestingapressurewavewiththesamepropagationvelocity.Thistemporalshiftinthespeed-upresultsinlocallongitudinalcompressionduringtheascendingphaseofthevelocitypeakandlongitudinalextensionduringthedescendingphase.Theseshortstrainpeaksdonotsubstantiallycontributetotheobserveduplift,butmayleadtoadditionalfractureandcrevasseformationintheterminusregionandmaythereforeaffecttheprocessofcalving.Theobservedsmallchangeinflowdirectionandupliftadditionallysup¬porttheideathatbasalcavitation(waterstorageatthebed)orbedSeparationduetohighwaterpressurecausetherapidbasalsliding.Inaddition,thisindicatesthatthebasalflowfieldisinhomogeneousandlocaldecouplingatthebedcausesthegenerallyincreasedsurfacevelocities.35



The general flow pattern of tidewater glacier Hansbreen differs from landbased valley

glaciers of similar size. A general velocity increase towards the terminus and high
basai sliding rates occur, which are both related to the generally high water pressure

in the terminus region (Vieli and others, 2000). Basal sliding is high all year round,

even in periods without surface melt. But the observed variations of the flow on

short time scales and the associated processes are very similar and suggest that the

relevant mechanisms and physical processes that control the flow and its temporal
variations are the same. In addition, the observations of Hansbreen indicate no fun-

damentel difference in the subglacial drainage system and glacial hydrology known

from studies of landbased glaciers, although most part of the glacier bed is below

sealevel. The observed typical duration of 1 to 2 days for the speed-up events on

Hansbreen was also found for landbased valley glaciers. This study of Hansbreen

suggests that the duration of a short-term speed-up event associated with a pressure

increase is controlled by the time it takes for the basal drainage system to adjust to

a change in water input, which is proposed to be 1 to 2 days.
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Flow dynamics of tidewater glaciers:

a numerical modelling approach
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Abstract

The dynamics of grounded tidewater glaciers is investigated with a time de¬

pendent numerical flow model, which solves the full equations for the stress

and velocity fields and includes a water pressure dependent sliding law. The

calving criterion implemented in the model shifts the calving front at each time

step to the position where the frontal ice thickness exceeds flotation height by

a prescribed value. With this model, the linear relation between calving rate

and water depth proposed on empirical grounds is qualitatively reproduced for

the situation of a slowly retreating or advancing terminus, but not for situa¬

tions of rapid changes. Length changes of tidewater glaciers, especially rapid

changes, are dominantly controlled by the bed topography and are to a minor

degree a direct reaction to a mass balance change. Thus, accurate information

on the near terminus bed topography is required for a reliable prediction of

the terminus changes due to climate changes. The results also confirm the

suggested cycles of slow advance and rapid retreat through a basal depression.

Rapid changes in terminus positions preferably occur in places where the bed

slopes upwards in ice flow direction.
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3
.
1 Introduction

This study investigates tidewater glaciers which are defined as glaciers that end in the

sea with a grounded ice cliff from which icebergs are discharged. The present paper

approaches the dynamics of tidewater glaciers with a time dependent numerical

flow model. The model solves the full equations for the stress and velocity fields,

including a water pressure dependent sliding law. A calving criterion is implemented
which removes at each time step the part of the glacier terminus that is thinnning
below a critical height above buoyancy. Thus, the calving rate, which is defined as

the ice velocity at the terminus minus the rate of change in the terminus Position, is

an output quantity of the model. This is an important progress in the investigation
of the evolution of tidewater glaciers with a numerical glacier flow model.

The model is applied on a synthetic but typical tidewater glacier geometry with a

basal depression in the terminus region. Model calculations were performed for two

mass balance scenarios leading to an advancing and a retreating Situation mainly
over the basal depression. With these model experiments we intend to demonstrate

how the changes of the calving front are affected by the considered physical processes

and their feedback mechanisms. We also want to examine the qualitatively described

concepts and processes suggested for tidewater glacier on the basis of observations

(Meier and Post, 1987; Van der Veen, 1996).

3.1.1 Motivation

The dynamical behaviour of tidewater glaciers is important because of their reaction

to climate Change, but is still poorly understood (Meier, 1994; Van der Veen, 1997).
Observations of several glaciers, such as Columbia Glacier (Meier and Post, 1987),
Uppsala Glacier (Warren and others, 1995a), Glaciar San Rafael (Warren and others,

1995b) and records of past glacial expansion (Powell, 1991) show that tidewater

glaciers have a great potential for dramatic retreats of the terminus
position.Forexample,ColumbiaGlacierretreatedatarateofabout0.7kma-1from1985to1991(Krimmel,1992).Icebergcalvingisaveryefficientablationmechanismandpermitsamuchlargerrateofmasslossthansurfacemelting(VanderVeen,1996).Agenerallyhighcalvingactivitycanstronglyincreasethefreshwaterinputintotheoceaninformoficebergsandmayhaveastrongimpactontheenvironment.DuringtherapidretreatofColumbiaGlacier,driftingicebergsposedaseriousthreattooiltankers(Dickson,1978).Theadditionalfreshwatermayalsoaffectthemarineecosysteminthesurroundingsea.Duringthelastglaciation,hugequantitiesoficebergsweredischargedsixtimesbytheLaurentideicesheet.Theywererecordedinasetofice-rafteddebrisdepositedinsedimentlayersintheNorthAtlantic(Heinrich,1988).ThesesocalledHeinrich-eventsareconnectedwithrapidclimatevariationsintheNorthAtlanticregion.Itwasspeculated(Broecker,1994)thattheadditionalfreshwaterfromthedischargedicebergsdisruptedthedeep-waterformation,therebyswitchingthethermohalineoceancirculationbetweenglacialandinterglacialmodes(Dansgaard-Oeschgerevents).Thusstudyingthepresenttidewaterglaciersmayprovideabetterunderstandingofthepastchanges.38



The rapid changes in terminus position of Columbia Glacier in the last decades

(Meier and Post, 1987) and several Patagonian grounded calving glaciers (Warren,
1993; Naruse and others, 1997) are not directly related to climate. Meier and Post

(1987) mentioned that langer periods of warm climate may have triggered rapid
retreats by thinning of the glacier in the terminus region. Clarke (1987) suggested
that tidewater glaciers inherently have an unstable response to a long-term mass

balance deficit. In view of the potential for rapid changes of tidewater glaciers as a

response to climate changes, an improved knowledge of the dynamics is essential.

3.1.2 Current knowledge on tidewater glaciers

Several processes that influence the dynamics of tidewater glaciers have been iden¬

tified, and these may be important for controlling the position of the terminus.

Empirical studies showed that the calving rate increases linearly with water depth
at the terminus (Brown and others, 1982). It was also recognized that bed topogra¬

phy plays an important role in the control of changes in terminus position (Meier and

Post, 1987). Tidewater glaciers typically end at a submarine frontal moraine. When

the terminus starts to retreat into deeper water the calving activity increases and

results in a dramatic retreat, which has been observed for many tidewater glaciers

(Venteris, 1999; Van der Veen, 1997). Meier and Post (1987) suggested that tide¬

waters glaciers undergo a cycle of slow advance (on the order of a few hundred to a

thousand years) and a rapid retreat (decades to a century) through a depression in

the basal topography.

Basal sliding is known to be an important factor for controlling the dynamics of

tidewater glaciers (Van der Veen, 1996; Meier and Post, 1987) and is related to

basal water pressure (Bindschadler, 1983; Iken, 1981). Observations from Columbia

Glacier showed that the sliding velocity at the terminus increases with increasing

calving rate, thus reducing the rate of position change (Van der Veen, 1996). Data

from many tidewater glaciers show that there is a good correlation between calving
rate and ice speedattheterminus(VanderVeen,1996;JaniaandKaczmarska,1997).Forglaciersinsteadystatethiscorrelationisadirectconsequenceofthedefinitionofthecalvingrate,butforrapidlychangingglaciersitisnotobvious(VanderVeen,1996).Furthermore,itisstillnotclearwhetherincreasedcalvingleadstoincreasedslidingorviceversa.Backpressurefromtheterminalmorainemayalsoaffecttheiceflow(VanderVeen,1997;FischerandPowell,1998).Whentheterminusretreatsandlosescontacttothefrontalmoraine,thebackstressisexpectedtodecreaseandthevelocityattheterminuswillincreaseduetoenhancedhorizontalstretching(MeierandPost,1987)andtherateofretreatwillbereduced.Onlongtimescales(hundredsofyears)Sedimentationprocessesandtheformationofaterminalmorainebecomeimportant(FischerandPowell,1998;Hunterandothers,1996;Powell,1991).Theinfillingofthebasaldepressioninfrontoftheglacierandthegrowingterminalpush-morainereducethewaterdepthandthereforethecalvingactivity.Henceanadvanceoftheglacierthroughabasaldepressionisfacilitated,39



which was already observed at Taku Glacier (Motyka, 1997) and Hubbard Glacier

(Mayo, 1989).

Which
processes initiate a retreat or advance of a calving glacier is still an open

question. Even the comprehensive data set of rapidly retreating Columbia Glacier

does not allow the identification of the mechanisms that cause and control a terminus

retreat. Two different conceptions have been proposed.

Meier (1994, 1997) suggested that calving is the driving mechanism for a retreat.

His conception is based on the proportionality of the calving rate with water depth

(Brown and others, 1982). Meier claims that increased calving causes additional

horizontal stretching at the terminus because the increased cliff height will cause

higher unbalanced lithostatic Stresses. Increased horizontal stretching will lead to

thinning of the glacier terminus, the effective pressure will decrease, followed by
an increase in basal sliding and additional horizontal stretching. If calving rate is

related to extension rate, calving activity will increase and enhance the retreat. On

the other hand, the increase of sliding due to glacier thinning will reduce the retreat

(Meier and Post, 1987).

A different concept is proposed by Van der Veen (1996, 1997a). He argues that if

thinning takes place at the terminus due to increased flow velocity and horizontal

stretching, the calving activity and therefore the rate of retreat will increase. Ob¬

servations at Columbia Glacier (Van der Veen, 1996; Meier and Post, 1987) and

rapidly retreating grounded calving glaciers in Patagonia (Venteris, 1999) showed

that the part of the terminus which is thinning below a critical height above flota¬

tion, breakes off because of buoyancy. In this interpretation, the retreat is initiated

and maintained by thinning and stretching of the glacier. Meier's and Van der

Veen's opposing concepts show that the involved physical processes lead to complex

feedback mechanisms. We therefore propose to approach the problem with a nu¬

merical
glaciermodel,whichallowstocoupletherelevantprocessesconcerningthedynamicsoftidewaterglaciers.3.1.3PreviousmodellingworkAtthebeginningoftherapidretreatofColumbiaGlacierintheearly1980'sseveralnumericalmodelsweredevelopedtopredictthefutureretreatofthistidewaterglacier.RasmussenandMeier(1982)usedaonedimensionalmodelbasedonmassconservation.Inthismodelthecalvingratewasspecifiedbyalinearfunctionofthewaterdepthattheterminus.AdrasticretreatthatstronglydependsontheParametersofthecalvingfunctionwaspredicted.Sikonia(1982)modeledtheflowinaverticalsectionalongtheflowline.Basalslidingwassimulatedbyusingathinsoftlayerattheglacierbed.Thecalvingratewasrelatedtoicethicknessabovebuoyancyandtoseasonalvariationsoffreshwaterrunoff.ThemodeledlengthchangewasextremelysensitivetotheParametersusedinthecalvingfunction.ForsmallvariationsoftheseParametersthereactionoftheglacierrangedbetweennoretreatatallandarapidretreat.BindschadlerandRasmussen(1983)developedafinite-differentemodelthatcal¬culatestheicefluxforafinitenumberofcrosssectionsandupdatestheglacier
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geometry using the continuity equation. The ratio of the sliding velocity to the

total surface velocity was determined from observed velocities and was assumed to

be a constant for each point in space. Different parameterisations for the calving
rate were used which relate the calving rate linearly to water depth or front height.
If flotation was reached at the terminus, the floating ice was removed. According
to the model results a rapid retreat was expected. Calculations could only be per¬

formed for a few hundred meters of retreat due to limitations in computing time.

According to the results of all three models a rapid retreat of Columbia Glacier was

expected. Surprisingly the observed glacier retreat was much slower than predicted,

mainly because the flow velocities increased more than expected (Meier, 1994).

In a similar setting, the retreat of Unteraargletscher ending in a planned new reser¬

voir was estimated. Funk and Röthlisberger (1989) proposed and used an approach
in which they estimated the mass flux and the empirical calving rate as a function

of water depth. For a similar problem on Austdalsbreen Hooke and others (1989)
followed this approach, but in addition, the effect of a changing water level on basal

sliding was discussed.

3.2 Governing processes

A model of the dynamics of a tidewater glacier must incorporate realistic descriptions
of calving and basal sliding, and must consider interactions between the calving

process and the dynamics of the entire glacier (Van der Veen, 1997).

3.2.1 Calving

The calving rate uc is defined as the volume of ice that breaks off per unit time and

per unit vertical area from the glacier terminus (Paterson, 1994, page 376). It is

equal to the ice velocity at the terminus, % minus the rate of change in the terminus

position L:

«c = «i-f (3-1)

With this formulation the ice lost by melting at the calving front is included
inthecalvingrate.Mosttheoreticalstudiesofcalvingwereappliedonfloatingglaciersandiceshelves(Reeh,1968;Holdsworth,1978).Hughes(1992)developedatheoreticalmodelforcalvingofgroundedglaciersbasedontheideathatbendingshearisthecontrollingmechanismforcalving.Thistheoryisnotabletoexplainunambigouslytheobservationsontidewaterglaciersandcannotbeappliedtotidewaterglaciersthatareclosetoflotationattheterminus(VanderVeen,1996).Severalquantitiesshowacloserelationshiptothecalvingrate,suchaswaterdepth,frontheightoricevelocity.Basedondataof12Alaskantidewaterglaciers,Brownandothers(1982)proposedaproportionalitybetweencalvingrateandwaterdepthdattheterminus:uc=ß-d(3.2)41



with a coefficient of 27,0 a"1, Pelto and Warren (1991) proposed a similar, linear

relationship with additional data from glaciers in Greenland and Svalbard For

glaciers calving into fresh water a 15 times smaller slope coefficient ß of the lin¬

ear relationship between calving rate and water depth has been found (Funk and

Rothlisberger, 1989) Recent studies of the large Patagonian glaciers calving into

lakes, such as Glaciar San Rafael (Warren and others, 1995b) and Glaciar Moreno

(Rott and others, 1998) do not confirm a smaller slope coefficient ß for fresh wa¬

ter calving glaciers The proposed relations are empirical and do not describe the

mechanisms of calving Van der Veen (1996) pointed out that the empirical linear

relation (3 2) is based on data from glaciers which are in or close to steady state

The observed calving rates during the rapid retreat of Columbia Glacier and several

other grounded calving glaciers (such as Hansbreen, Jania and Kaczmarska, 1997,

Glaciar San Rafael, Warren and others, 1995b; Maud Glacier, Kirkebride and War¬

ren, 1997) are not in agreement with the linear calving relation A linear calving
relation may not be valid during rapid changes of glacier termini (Meier and Post,

1987), as observed for Columbia Glacier However, these empirical relations can be

adopted as a working hypothesis and a calving model should meet these relations

Flotation model

Based on the observations of Columbia Glacier, an alternative treatment of calv¬

ing is suggested in the flotation model (Van der Veen, 1996) During rapid retreat

of Columbia Glacier, the terminus appeared to retreat to a position where
itapproachedflotationthickness(MeierandPost,1987)Intheflotationmodel,theterminusoftheglacierretreatstothepositionwheretheicethicknesshexceedstheflotationheightbyanamounth0(VanderVeen,1996)TheheightattheterminushcisthengivenbyAc=—d+h0.(3.3)P\wherepwisthedensityforseaorfreshwater(1030or1000kgm~3)andpiistheden¬sityofglaciericeThisimpliesthatthepartoftheterminuswheretheicethicknessisbelowthecriticalthicknesshc,calvesoffbecausetheicecannolongerresistthebuoyancyforce.Thefinaldétachementisprobablyduetoadditionalweakeningoftheicebytheformationofbottomcrevasseswhenflotationisapproached(VanderVeen,1998)ApplyingthismodeltotherapidretreatofColumbiaGlacier,VanderVeen(1996)foundh0=50mTheflotationmodelisconsistentwiththeobservedrapidretreatingcalvingglaciersinPatagonia,whereasimilarcriticalheightabovebuoyancywasderived(Venteris,1999)Intheflotationmodelthecalvingmecha¬nismdoesnotneedtobeentirelyunderstood,whichfavoursitsuseinanumericalmodeltocalculatetheevolutionoftidewaterglaciersTodatetheflotationmodelwasonlytestedwithdatasetsoflargefastflowingtidewaterglaciers(waterdepthsof150-300m,flowvelocitiesof1000-6000ma-1).Forsmallerglaciers(waterdepthslessthan150m,flowvelocitieslessthan200ma-1)theobservedfrontalcliffheightsgenerallydonotexceed50mandtheheightaboveflotationisexpectedtobewellbelowthe50msuggestedforColumbiaGlacier42



Therefore we propose a modified flotation criterion where the fixed minimum height
above flotation h0 in Equation (3.3) is replaced by a small fraction q of the flotation

thickness at the terminus. The height at the terminus is then

h'cJf(l+q)i=Sld+li (3.4)

For this modified flotation criterion, the terminus moves to the position where the

ice thickness corresponds to h'c. Choosing q =0.15, the resulting h'0 is equal to the

observed value of h'0 = 50 m for Columbia Glacier.

Melt induced calving model

For small and slowly flowing tidewater glaciers, parts or all of the terminus are

generally far above the critical height h'c and the calving rates are small (below
150 m a-1). In this case, the observed calving rates cannot be described with the

flotation model, and other processes are controlling the calving rate. For these

slowly flowing tidewater glaciers melting at the front may become important. The

average amount of ice lost by melting is small compared to the mass loss by calving

(Powell, 1988). According to observations melting is concentrated at the waterline

(Fig. 3.1), due to wave erosion. Observations
fromGlaciarSanRafael(Warrenandothers,1995b)andLeConteGlacier(PersonalcommunicationK.A.Echelmeyer,March2001)indicatethattheremayalsobealotofmeltingbelowthewaterline.Forthedeteriorationoficebergs,meltingatthewaterlinewasfoundtobeoneorderofmagnitudehigherthansubaqueousmeltingforcedbybuoyancyconvection(El-Tahanandothers,1987).Thus,theverticalicefrontisundercutbymeltingatthewaterlineandtheiceabovethenotchbreakesoffinthinlamellas.Theresultingcalvingrateisequivalenttothemeltrateatthewaterline.ThisprocesswasobservedonseveralglaciersanddescribedindetailforfreshwatercalvingMaudGlacier(KirkebrideandWarren,1997).Assumingthatmeltingatthewaterlineisthedrivingprocessforcalving,themeltratemustbeontheorderofmagnitudeoftheflowvelocityattheterminus.FromlaboratoryandfieldexperimentsandfromtheoreticalstudiesonthedeteriorationoficebergsanequationforthemeltrateMwatthewaterlineperdegreeabovethemeltingpointwasderived(El-Tahanandothers,1987):Mw=0.000146(£)!•whereMwisthemeltrateatthewaterlineinms-1K-1,Histhewaveheightinmeters,PthemeanwaveperiodinsecondsandRtheroughnessheightoftheicewaterboundaryinmeters.Themeltrateiscontrolledbywaveactivityandwatertemperature.Accordingtoliteratureareasonablevalueforsurfaceroughnessoficeinseawateris1cm.Assumingaseatemperatureof1C,awaveheightof0.1to0.2mandawaveperiodof3to5s,meltingratesbetween0.2to0.5md_1arecalculated(Equation3.5),correspondingtoannualmeltratesupto180ma-1.Iftheseaiscoveredwithiceduringthewinterseason,nomeltingwilltakeplaceatthewaterlineandthereforetheannualvaluewillbereduced.Thus,forslowlyflowing43



Figure 3.1: Calving front of Hansbreen, a tidewater glacier located in Spitsbergen.

The notch melted out at the waterline shown on the Photograph extends all along

the calving face and persisted throughout the entire melting season. The height of

the calving face on the shown section is between 18 m and 25 m. The Photograph

was taken at low tide in July 1998.

tidewater glaciers, melting at the waterline seems to be a controlling process of the

calving rate. This is confirmed by observations on Hansbreen, a tidewater glacier
in Spitsbergen (Fig. 3.1; Jania, 1988). Salinity additionally affects melting and may

explain the reduced calving rates for small fresh water calving glaciers (Funk and

Röthlisberger, 1989).

3.2.2 Basal sliding

The fast Aow observed on many tidewater glaciers (Meier and Post, 1987) is primarily
due to high sliding velocities (Clarke, 1987; Meier and others, 1994; Kamb and

others, 1994). Also for small slowly flowing tidewater glaciers, such as Hansbreen,

basal sliding dominates the flow in the terminus region (Vieh and others, 2000).
Basal water pressure was recognized to be an important controlling factor for basal

sliding (Budd and others, 1979; Iken, 1981; Bindschadler, 1983; Jansson, 1995). A

commonly used description for basal sliding is (Budd and others, 1979; Bindschadler,

1983)

vh = k • rb>;\ (3.6)

where the basal velocity ub is related to the basal shear stress rb and k and r are

adjustable empirical positive Parameters. The effect of the effective pressure pe,
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which is defined as the ice-overburden minus the basal water pressure, is included

in the sliding relation

The inverse proportionality of the sliding velocity V\> to pi has a strong effect on the

flow of tidewater glaciers The basal water pressure of a tidewater glacier undergoes
seasonal and long-term variations, depending on the water input and the state of

the subglacial water drainage system. The water level within a tidewater glacier
decreases towards the calving front to a value corresponding to sea level In the

Situation of a tidewater glacier the effective pressure is also expected to decrease

towards the terminus

According to the sliding law (3.6), the reduced effective pressure induces increased

sliding velocities This is supported by the observed high sliding rates (Meier and

Post, 1987) and increased flow velocities towards the calving front on tidewater

glaciers, such as Hansbreen (Vieli and others, 2000), Columbia Glacier (Krimmel
and Vaughan, 1987), Moreno Glacier (Rott and others, 1998) and Nordbo Glacier

(Funk, 1990) Vieli and others (2000) used a water pressure dependent sliding law

in a glacier flow model to explain the observed velocity increase on Hansbreen In

the evolution with time of tidewater glaciers a strong interaction between basal

sliding and glacier geometry takes place. An increase of basal water pressure or a

thinning of the glacier in the terminus region leads to enhanced basal sliding due

to the reduction of effective pressure The velocity increase induced by sliding leads

to additional thinning and a further increase of sliding It is therefore essential to

include the effect of water pressure on basal sliding when modelling the dynamics
of tidewater glaciers (Van der Veen, 1997)

3.3 Model description

The tidewater glacier model presented in this paper calculates
thesurfaceevolutionandthetwo-dimensionalflowregime(velocity,strainrateandstress-field)foralongitudinalsectionofaglacier3.3.1FieldequationsandflowlawIceistreatedasanincompressibleviscousfluidTheequationformasscontinuityandforlinearmomentumcanbewrittenassr°(37)and_f^+pg,=0(3-8)wherevtarethevelocitycomponents,pistheicedensity,Q3arethecomponentsoftheaccelerationduetogravityandrtjthecomponentsofthestresstensorThehorizontalcoordinateisX\—xandtheverticalcoordinateX2=z,whichispositive45



in upward direction. Glen's flow law relates the deviatoric stresses to the strain

rates and can be written as

êi} = Arn-Xui2 (3.9)

where i^ are the components of the strain rate tensor, a^ are the components of

the deviatoric stress tensor and are given by <x,j-
=

r,j — hö^r^. The effective shear

stress r is defined by r2 = ho^a^. Typical values for the flow law exponent n
= 3

and the rate factor A = 0.1 bar_3a_1 have been used in the model (Gudmundsson,

1999; Hubbard and others, 1998; Albrecht and others, 2000).

3.3.2 Basal boundary condition

The glacier flow model requires an appropriate boundary condition at the glacier
bed to account for basal sliding. For the present flow model the proposed sliding
law (Equation(3.6)) is used, which takes into account the effective pressure pe and

is based on current sliding theories. We set r = 1 and m = 1 such that we get a

linear sliding law. Relation (3.6) is implemented in the model by adding a thin soft

layer at the glacier base (Vieh and others, 2000). The viscosity of this basal layer
has been chosen in order to fulfill

theslidingrelation(3.6)foraspecificlocation.AdetailedimplementationisdescribedinVieliandothers,2000.Thefactork-p~linrelation(3.6)isgivenasinputforthemodelandthebasalvelocityandbasalsheartractionresultbysolvingthesystemoffieldequationsandboundaryconditions.Theeffectivepressurechangesineachtimestepandhastobecalculatedfromtheactualicethicknessandbasalwaterpressure.Thebasalwaterpressurealongtheflowlineofaglacierispoorlyknownandthereforeassumptionsmustbemade.Forthemodelcalculationspresentedinthispaperwaterlevelisassumedtobeonsealevelwhichisthelowerlimitforatidewaterglacier.Thewaterlevelisusuallyhigher,especiallyduringmeltingseasons,butinsuchawaytheeffectofadecreasingeffectivepressuretowardstheglacierfrontistakenintoaccount.ChangesinbasaltopographyduetoSedimentationintheseainfrontoftheglacierortheformationofaterminalmorainearenotconsideredinthemodel.3.3.3SurfaceboundaryconditionThetimeevolutionoftheglaciersurfaceiscalculated.Thesurfaceboundarycon¬ditionfortheglaciersurfaceis=b-v'x^-+vl,(310)ds.sdswhereS(x,t)isthesurfaceelevation,tthetime,v^(x,t)isthehorizontalandvaz(x,t)theverticalcomponentoftheflowvelocityatthesurfaceandb(x,t)thesurfacemassbalance.AlinearrelationbetweenmassbalancebandsurfacealtitudeSisassumed.
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3.3.4 Calving front and upper boundary

At the upper boundary the horizontal velocity vx(x = 0, z, t) is set to zero from the

surface to the bed, but in vertical direction the ice can move, that means no ice

flux into the model occurs through this boundary With this boundary condition we

simulate an ice saddle Situation

For the frontal vertical ice cliff standing in the sea the hydrostatic pressure of the

ocean water pw is taken into account

J 0 z > sea level
Pvr ~

[ -pwgz z < sea level

The modified flotation criterion (Equation (3 4))s used to calculate the position
of the calving front For each time step the new terminus is moved to the position
where the ice thickness h exceeds the flotation height by the fraction ç=0.15. The

ice mass that is removed corresponds to the mass loss due to calving Following
this method the calving rate is a result of the numerical model and is controlled by
the ice velocity and the surface changes. This is in contrast to earlier models that

included ad hoc assumptions for the calving rate A floating terminus cannot be

treated in our model

In the case of slowly flowing tidewater glaciers melting at the water line is important
Therefore a prescribed calving rate can be included in the model, which is derived

from the melt rates at the waterline according to Equation (3 5)

3.3.5 Numerical Solution technique

The stress and velocity fields are calculated with the commercial finite-element

program MARC (1997) The code solves the full equations for the velocity and

stress-fields (Gudmundsson, 1999), based on the finite-element method A four node

isoparametric quadrilateral Hermann-element is used with a bilinear interpolation
function. For each time step thetwo-dimensionalstressandvelocity-fieldsalongtheflowlinearecalculatedWiththecalculatedsurfaceflowvelocitiesandthemassbalanceinput,thenewglaciersurfaceisdeterminedbythesurfaceboundaryEqua¬tion(310)ThisequationisapproximatedbyfinitedifferencesusingtheTwo-StepLax-WendroffMethod(Pressandothers,1996),whichisbasedonaforward-timecentered-spaceschemeandissecondorderintimeandspace.ThisapproximationwasusedandtestedforthisapplicationindetailbyLeysinger(1998)Nodesatthecalvingfrontaremovedaccordingtothevelocityvectorandthetimestep.ForeachtimesteptheterminuspositionisupdatedaccordingtothemodifiedflotationcriterionandanewgridisdefinedfortheupdatedglacierboundaryThisproceduretodeterminethenewterminuspositionafteratimestepisidenticalforaretreatingandanadvancingscenario.InthefollowingmodelcalculationsatimestepofOlyearisusedandtheglacierlengthisupdatedateachtimestepbyusingthemodifiedflotationcriterion(Equa¬tion(34))Totestifthecalculatedlengthchangeandtheresultingcalvingrateis47



independent of the chosen time step, the model was run for the same scenarios with

different time steps. For retreat scenarios the obtained cumulative length change
since the start of the simulation differs by at most 0.3% during periods of fast re¬

treat with time steps varying between 0.05 and 0.1 years. For the slowly retreating
periods the maximum difference is less than 0.05%. We conclude that the model

results are not significantly influenced by the chosen time step.

3.4 Model experiments

3.4.1 Model input

A retreating and an advancing scenario across a submarine basal depression are cal¬

culated with the numerical model. A synthetic bed topography is assumed, which

should be representative for a tidewater glacier (Fig. 3.2). The model calculations

3UÏÏÏÏ Ttrtnru Î500Ô 20000 25000 30000 35000

Distance along flowline (m)

Figure 3 2 Glacier bed (solid line) and initial surface topographies used for model

calculations for the retreating (dashed-dotted line) and the advancing scenario

(dashed line) Both steady-state surface profiles are calculated by using the same

mass balance.

start with steady state glacier surfaces obtained from model calculations for pre¬

scribed constant mass balances. A typical simplified mass balance function from a

tidewater glacier in Svalbard (Hansbreen; Jania and Kaczmarska, 1997) is used, in

which the mass balance linearly depends on altitude and is constant above a critical

altitude /ia (Fig. 3.3):

b =
f ûo S{x) + ai +

I ûo h& + a,i + Sb

Sb S(x) < hA

S{x)
>K,(312)whereS(x)isthesurfaceelevationandSbisaParametertoimposechangesinmassbalanceandwespecifythemassbalancegradientasüq=0.0061a-1,theconstantasctj=—2.3ma-1andh&=450m.Thescenariosareforcedbyshiftingthemass48



balance by ob (Fig. 3.3). For the model calculations a water pressure within the

glacier corresponding to sea level is assumed. Seasonal variations of the inglacial
water level are not included.

' i ' * -* '

-j -21 -1012:

Mass balance (m a"1)

Figure 3 3 Parameterised mass balance used for the retreating (dashed-dotted

line) and the advancing scenario (dashed line). The solid line indicates the mass

balance used to calculate the initial steady state surface geometries

3.4.2 Model results

Retreating scenario

The glacier retreat is forced by shifting the mass balance function (Equation (3.12))
of Sb = -0.3 m a-1 (Fig. 3.3) for the whole time period of model calculations. The

modelled retreat is shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5. Three different phases can be

pointed out. In the first phase, the terminus is slowly retreating until the top of the

submarine hill is reached (point A). From this point the rate of retreat increases as

the glacier terminus gets into deeper water, resulting in a very rapid retreat and in

high calving rates (second phase). Once the deepest part of the basal depression

(point B) is passed, the glacier terminus moves into shallower water, the rate of

retreat is reduced and the Situation resembles that of the first phase. With the

retreat into deeper water, the calving rate and the velocity at the terminus increase

(Fig. 3.5). However, the calving rate increases faster than the ice velocity resulting
in a rapid terminus retreat. Although the ice thickness decreases, the surface flow

velocity significantly increases along the flowline towards the calving front over the

entire retreating period (Fig. 3.6). This is mainly due to increased basal sliding near

the front, caused by the decreasing effective pressure. In the terminus region the

ice flow velocities undergo large changes with time due to changes in basal sliding,
whereas further upglacier the velocity changes are small (Fig. 3.6). Duringthephaseofrapidretreatstrongsurfaceloweringtakesplaces(Fig.3.4),leadingtothehighcalvingrates(Fig3.5b).49
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The mass balance function was shifted at the beginning of the calculations but then

kept constant for the whole model period, corresponding to constant climatic con¬

ditions. The sudden rapid retreat takes place at the location of the basal depression
after a period of 1100 years of constant mass balance function or constant ELA

(Fig. 3.7). Thus, the change of glacier length does not immediately reflect the cli¬

matic signal. Although the input mass balance function is constant with time, the

average surface net balance (surface accumulation and ablation without calving)

undergoes changes due to changes in surface elevation and geometry (Fig. 3.7b).
During the phase of rapid retreat the ablation is dominated by calving and leads

to a rapid shrinkage of the ablation zone which is the cause for the sudden increase

of the AAR (Fig. 3.7c) and the average surface net balance. This illustrates that

a time série of average surface net balance of a glacier must be used with care if

interpreted as indicator for changes in climate.
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Advancing scenario

A glacier advance is forced with a shift of the mass balance function (Equa¬
tion (3.12)) of 6b = -1-0.9 m a"1 (Fig. 3.3). The glacier is thickening due to the

positive mass balance and slowly starts to advance (Fig. 3.8 and 3.9). While the

glacier is advancing, the calving front reaches deeper water leading to higher calv-
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ing rates and ice velocities at the terminus. The rate of advance is very small and

decreases with increasing water depth. Once the terminus passes the deepest point
of the basal depression (B), the calving rate decreases rapidly accompanied by a

smaller reduction of the terminus velocities. This leads to a rapid advance until the

terminus overrides the basal hill (A). For a short time period the calving rate even

vanishes because the terminus slides uphill and the critical height above buoyancy
hc is always exceeded during this step. During this phase, processes other than the

flotation criterion may control the calving rate.

Distance along flowhne (m)

Figure 3.8: Evolution with time of the glacier surface for the advancing scenario.

The time interval between two surface profiles is 20years. The dashed line is the

Starting surface. The top of the bedrock hill and the deepest point in the basal

depression are indicated by A and B, respectively.

For this reason an additional model run with the Same scenario was performed
which included melting at the waterline (Fig. 3.10). A constant melting rate ufeli =

80 m a"1 at the calving front is assumed (Equation (3.5)): resulting in a constant

calving rate uc
= iielt. This prescribed melt induced calving rate is only considered

if the calving rate inferred by the flotation criterion drops below 80 ma-1. This is the

case during the rapid advance. Due to the prescribed calving rate during this phase,
the rate of advance is slightly reduced at the beginning of the accelerated advance

(Fig. 3.10) but the height above buoyancy at the terminus starts to grow and exceeds

the critical height h,. This leads to higher frontal flowvelocities(Fig.3.10b).Oncetheterminuspassedthefrontalmoraineandreachesdeeperwaterthebuoyancyinducedcalvingisagaincontrollingthefrontpositionchange.Despitethedifferentlengthchangeduringthefastperiodofadvancecomparedtothecasewithoutaprescribedmeltinducedcalvingrate,thefinalpositionsoftheglacierfrontarealmostidentical(Fig.3.10).ForanadditionalmodelrunwithaslightlysmallershiftofthemassbalancefunctionofSb=+0.7ma~linsteadof0.9ma-1theglacierisnotabletoovercomethebasaldepression(Fig.3.10).Asteadystateisreachedalreadyinthedownsloperegionofthedepression.53
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Sensitivity of the model results

To examine the sensitivity of the modelled scenarios on the choice of the height above

buoyancy, additional model runs with a slightly different q have been performed

(Fig. 3.11). A larger q =0.18 instead of q =0.15 leads to higher calving rates and

frontal flow velocities and therefore to a higher mass loss by calving, whereas a

smaller q =0.12 leads to a reduced mass loss by calving. The retreat rates are not

changed significantly, but the onset of rapid retreat is shifted in time, but still fixed

to the location of the basal depression. Retreating scenarios are only affected to a

small degree by changing q, whereas advance scenarios show a qualitatively different

behaviour. For the advancing scenario a reduced q
= 0.12 results in a faster advance,

because the mass loss by calving is reduced; with respect to q
= 0.15. But the general

advance behaviour with respect to basal topography is similar. With q
= 0.18 in the

advancing scenario, the terminus does notovercomethebasaldepressionbecausethemasslossbycalvingistoolargeandasteadystategeometryisreached.Incontrasttotheretreatingcase,thetotalmasslossbycalvingisalsohighduringthephaseofslowpositionChange.Forthisreason,achangeinqhasasignificanteffectonthechangeofterminuspositionfortheadvancingscenario.55-!bdb=0.9ma"1-ji<rs<^'\db=0.7ma"1\A
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Figure 3.11: Retreating and advancing scenarios with variable height above buoy¬

ancy. The solid line represents the modelled evolution of the glacier length pre¬

sented before (ç =0.15) and the dashed and dotted lines show the evolution of

glacier length for a slightly different height above buoyancy with q =0.12 and

q = 0.18 respectively.

Increased or reduced water depth in the region of the basal depression by 10% results

in a qualitatively very similar dynamical behaviour (Fig. 3.12) as presented before

with varied q (Fig. 3.11). The magnitude of the rate of retreat or advance is different

in the region of the basal depression because the calving rate is sensitive to changes
in basal slope and water depth. For the case of the shallower depression, dL/dt is

reduced during the phase of rapid retreat due to a reduced mass loss by calving,
whereas for the deeper depression the rapid retreat is accelerated due to enhanced

calving. For the advancing scenario with increased water depth the glacier does not

overcome the basal depression, because the mass loss by calving becomes too large.

0 0 500 0 1000 0

Time (a)

Figure 3.12: Retreating and advancing scenarios with variable water depth in the

region of the basal depression. The solid line represents the modelled evolution

of the glacier length presented before and the dashed and dotted lines show the

evolution of glacier length for a change of water depth in the region of the basal

depression of -10% and +10% respectively.
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These sensitivity considerations on the critical height above buoyancy and the mag¬

nitude of the basal depression confirm the effect of basal topography on the dynamics
of tidewater glaciers obtained with the advancing and retreating scenarios from be¬

fore. Nevertheless, in the advancing case a Variation of q or the magnitude of the

basal depression can have a significant effect on the qualitative behaviour of the

glacier evolution.

3
.
5 Discussion

The modelled relation between calculated calving rate and water depth using the

modified flotation criterion (Equation(3.4)) is qualitatively in good agreement with

the linear relation suggested from observations (Brown and others, 1982), however,

only for slow advances or retreats (Fig. 3.13 a and b). For situations of rapid changes
the calving rate increases non linearly with water depth. Meier and Post (1987)

pointed out that the linear calving law is probably limited to the case of slowly

changing tidewater glaciers by arguing that in the case of rapid retreat, flotation

may be the determing factor. This was also supported by the data from rapidly

retreating Columbia Glacier (Van der Veen, 1996) and our model results clearly
confirm this limited validity of the linear calving law.
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thickness and the therefore length change depends, beside mass balance, on bed

geometry and basal sliding. For example, during the rapid retreat through the

basal depression, the typical flow acceleration towards the calving front is enhanced

because basal sliding increases with water depth (Fig. 3.6). This leads to a much

higher mass flux divergence in the frontal region and finally to an additional surface

lowering.

In presence of a basal depression, a small change of mass balance can lead to a

drastic change in the terminus Position. It could be shown that thinning due to

a slightly negative mass balance is the triggering process for a rapid retreat. This

result supports the concept of Van der Veen (1996) to explain the observed rapid
retreat of Columbia Glacier, which suggests that the rapid retreat is initiated and

maintained by thinning of the glacier. The model calculations demonstrate that

rapid changes of tidewater glaciers, as often observed, are mostly an effect of bed

topography at and behind the terminus and only to a minor degree a direct reaction

to a mass balance change. This was already described qualitatively on the base of

observations by various authors (Meier and Post, 1987; Warren, 1993; Naruse and

others, 1997).

The model calculations performed with the two scenarios confirm the concept of

rapid retreat and slow advance of a tidewater glacier through a basal depression
which was qualitatively described by Meier and Post (1987). The obtained simul-

tanous increase of the terminus velocity with increasing calving rate illustrates that

an accelerated retreat through a basal depression is not obvious. The performed
model experiments clearly show that wheather a retreat or advance is slow or fast

not only depends on water depth, but also on the sign of the basal slope at the

terminus. Rapid changes of the terminus position occur where the bed slopes up in

flow direction, whereas in regions where the bed slopes down the
changesareslow.IncontrasttotheslowadvancewithProgressionintodeeperwater,afastadvanceintoshallowerwaterispredictedbythemodel,whichhasbeenobservedqualitativelyforTakuGlacier(Motykaandothers,1995)andHubbardGlacier(Mayo,1989).ButforbothcasesSedimentationprocessesandtheformationofaterminalpush-morainewereinvolvedintherapidadvance.Themodelresultsenablesustoidentifyregionsofstableandunstableterminuspositions.Adownslopingbedinflowdirectionallowsastableorslowlychangingposition.Ontheotherhand,whenbasalelevationincreasesinflowdirectiontheterminuspositionisnotstableandarapidretreatoradvancetoastableregionisinevitable.Asaconsequence,inthepresenceofabasaldepressionintheterminusregionofatidewaterglaciermorethanonesteadystatesurfaceandterminuspositionexistforagivenmassbalance,dependingontheinitialgeometry.InFigure(3.2)twodifferentsteadystategeometries,calculatedwiththesamemassbalance,areshown.Thelowersteadystatewascalculatedwithaninitialterminusbehindthebasaldepression,whereasfortheothersteadystateitwassituatedinfrontofthebasaldepression,InthecaseofaProgressionoftheterminusintodeeperwatertherateofadvanceslowsdown,becausethemasslossduetocalvingincreases.Thus,alongtimeisrequiredtobuildupenoughmasstoadvance.Themodelresultsoftheadvancing58



scenario show that to overcome a basal depression, a long time period of large

positive mass balances is required. If the mass balance is not large enough, the

glacier will reach a steady state and the calving front will stay in the downslope

region of the depression (Fig. 3.10). For deep basal depressions, such as beneath

Columbia Glacier, a very large positive mass balance over very long time periods
(>1000a) may be anticipated as a necessary condition for a readvance across the

depression. Looking at the long time periods needed for the advance through a

bed depression, other processes may support the advance of the glacier terminus.

Rock Sedimentation in the glacier forefield and the formation of morainal banks

would reduce the water depth and the calving activity and facilitate an advance

(Paterson, 1994; Motyka and Post, 1995; Fischer and Powell, 1998). These processes

are not considered in the presented dynamic model, which is posing a limitation for

modelling an advance of a tidewater glacier.

Other processes, such as lateral drag or cross section changes along the flowhne may

be important. For example a narrowing of a valley or an increase in lateral drag

may lead to a slower retreat of a tidewater glacier. However, such 3-dimensional

processes and the possible onset of floating of the ice tongue cannot be treated with

the present model.

3.6 Conclusions

Advance and retreat of the terminus of rather small and slowly flowing grounded
tidewater glaciers are simulated with a numerical glacier model. The model solves

the full force balance equations to compute stress and velocity fields and calculates

the time evolution of the glacier surface for a given mass balance scenario. Basal

sliding is implemented through a sliding parameterisation based on basal water

pressure corresponding to a water table at sea level. Calving is implemented with

the flotation model, in which the calving front is shifted at each time step to the

position where the frontal ice thickness exceeds flotation height by a prescribed
value. Thus, the calving rate is an output of the model, which is in contrast to

previous modelling approaches. For slowly flowing glaciers that
areconsideredhere,otherprocessessuchasmeltingalongthewaterlineatthecalvingfrontmaybecomethecontrollingprocess.Thereforeacalvingrateequivalenttothemeltratecanadditionallybeprescribedinthemodel.TheperformedmodelcalculationsconfirmthecyclesofslowadvanceandrapidretreatthroughabasaldepressionsuggestedbyMeierandPost(1987).ForaslowlyadvancingorretreatingSituationtheknownempiricalrelationbetweenwaterdepthandcalvingrate(Brownandothers,1982)isqualitativelyreproducedbythemodel,butnotforrapidlychangingsituations.Thus,thisstudydemonstrates,thatunstablerapidretreatsoftidewaterglaciersandthewellknownempiricalrelationbetweencalvingrateandwaterdepthcanbeexplainedwithamodelinwhichaheightabovebuoyancycriterionisprescribed.Themodelcalculationsfurthershowthatcalvingnotonlydependsonwaterdepthbutalsoonthesignofthebasalslopeintheterminusregion.Rapidchangesof59



the terminus positions preferably occur in regions where the bed slopes up in flow

direction and are therefore mostly an effect of bed topography rather than a direct

reaction to changes in climate. In our model experiments thinning due to a change
in climate and therefore in mass balance is only the triggering process for a rapid
retreat through a basal depression.

If buoyancy, parameterised with the flotation criterion, is the dominant driving
factor for calving, the obtained rate of advance or retreat is primarily controlled

by changes in the surface elevation in the terminus region, and much less by the

calving mechanism itself. This means that the magnitude of the calving rate is a

result of the glacier dynamics and not vice versa. Surface elevation changes near

the terminus are strongly affected by changes in basal sliding and bed topography.
This sensitivity of glacier change to basal topography has important consequences

regarding the future behaviour of tidewater glaciers with respect to climate change.
A simple paraineterisation in terms of easily available information such as surface

topography, ice flow velocity and terminus height alone cannot be expected. Because

basal depressions in the frontal region are typical for tidewater glaciers, rapid retreats

are likely, even if the mass balance changes are small and slow. To predict the length

change of tidewater glaciers, especially for short term changes, the basal topography
in the frontal region must be known.
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Paper 4

The retreat of a tidewater glacier:

observât ions and model calculât ions

on Hansbreen

Abstract

Based on observations and model calculations the retreat over the last two

decades of Hansbreen, a tidewater glacier in southern Spitsbergen, is investi¬

gated. The presented observations of the calving front position between 1982

and 1998 show an abrupt retreat in 1990, which is suggested to be related to

a basal depression. The additionally observed seasonal variations of the front

position are mainly due to variations of the calving rate. The observations of

Hansbreen further indicate, that during periods of slow front position changes,

melting at the waterline may play an important role for triggering the process

of calving.

To give more insight OH the causes of the observed abrupt retreat of Hansbreen

between 1982 and 1998, its evolution is simulated with a numerical model for

the dynamics of tidewater glaciers. A seasonal calving rate, estimated from the

observations, is prescribed in the model and additionally a flotation model is

implemented, in which for each time step the part of the glacier terminus, which

is below a critical height above buoyancy, is removed. The model calculations

show that the process of buoyancy induced calving is controlling the abrupt
retreat of Hansbreen through the basal depression. The generally small retreat

rate between 1982 and 1998 primarly is a consequence of the assumed mass

balance and the prescribed seasonal calving rate, whereas the location of the

jump in retreat is found to be independent on these parameters and is fixed to

the position where the basal depression is located. Thus, the abrupt retreat of

Hansbreen is mainly an effect of basal topography in the terminus region and

not a direct response to a change in mass balance.
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4 .1 Introduction

The dynamical behaviour of tidewater glaciers, which are considered as grounded
calving glaciers from which icebergs are discharged into the ocean, is important with

respect to their reaction to changes in climate Length changes of tidewater glaciers
are not only a result of a change in surface mass balance, they are additionally
affected by calving at the terminus Rapid retreats related to increased calving
rates have been observed for several grounded calving glaciers (Van der Veen, 1996,
Warren and Aniya, 1999) These rapid changes in front positions were suggested to

be less a direct response to changes in climate but are strongly affected by the local

basal topography near the terminus (see Paper 3, Meier and Post, 1987, Warren,

1993, Naruse and Skvarca, 2000)

In this paper we focus on the dynamical behaviour of Hansbreen, a tidewater glacier,
in southern Spitsbergen. With a length of 16km and frontal Aow velocities up

to 150 m a"1, Hansbreen is a relatively small, thin and slowly flowing tidewater

glacier. Detailed front position records between 1982 and 1998 exist and the basal

topography of the terminus region is known Such a data set only exists for a few

tidewater glaciers and gives us the opportunity to investigate the effect of basal

topography on the change of terminus position based on observational data and by

applying a numerical model of the dynamics of tidewater glaciers A special focus

is given on the observed rapid retreat of Hansbreen through a basal depression in

1990

Calving

Calving is a very efficient ablation mechanism and therefore it is an important

process for the dynamics of tidewater glaciers Based on observations, empirical
relations for the calving rate uc, which is defined as the difference between ice velocity
at the terminus and the rate of change of the glacier length, have been determined

A linear relation between thecalvingrateuc(inma-1)andthewaterdepthd(inm)attheterminuswassuggesteduc=ß-d,(41)withcoefficientsß=27.0a"1forseawater(Brownandothers,1982)andß=25a-1forfreshwater(FunkandRothlisberger,1989)ForagivenwaterdepththecalvingrateforfreshwaterisexpectedtobeoneorderofmagnitudebelowthevaluefoundfortidewaterglaciersBasaldepressionsinthefrontalregionareobservedtobetypicalfortidewaterglaciersAccordingtotheempiricalrelation(41)thecalvingrateincreaseswitharetreatoftheterminusintodeeperwaterandarapidunstableretreatthroughabasaldepressionisthereforeexpectedThishasbeenobservedforseveraltidewaterandfreshwatercalvingglaciersandsuggeststhattheseglaciersundergocyclesofslowadvanceandrapidretreatthroughbasaldepressions(MeierandPost,1987)Forthecaseofrapidlychangingglaciersthevalidityoftheselinearempiricalre¬lationswasquestioned(VanderVeen,1996,MeierandPost,1987)Furthermore,62



studies of the large Patagonian calving glaciers suggest a similar relation for glaciers

calving into lakes and tidewater (Venteris, 1999).

During rapid retreat of Columbia Glacier in the 1980's, the terminus position ap-

peard to retreat to the postion where it did approach flotation thickness (Meier
and Post, 1987). On the base of these observations Van der Veen (1996) suggested
an alternative treatment of calving to the empirical relations for the calving rate

discussed before. In this flotation model the part of the terminus that is too close

to flotation calves off due to buoyancy forces and weakening of the ice by bottom

crevasses (Van der Veen, 1998). The terminus of the glacier retreats to the Position,

where the ice thickness h exceeds the Aotation height by an amount of h0 (Van der

Veen, 1996). The height at the terminus hc is then

hc= —d+ ho, (4.2)
P\

where pw is the density of sea- or freshwater and pt the density of glacier ice. For

Columbia Glacier h0 = 50 m was found. This flotation model is found to be consis¬

tent with the observed rapid retreat of grounded calving glaciers in Patagonia, for

which a similar critical height above buoyancy was derived (Venteris, 1999).

In a modified flotation model the fixed critical height above flotation h0 in Equa¬
tion 4.2 is replaced by

K = q- ^d, (4.3)
Pi

which corresponds to a fraction q ^ 0.15 of the Rotation thickness (see Paper 3).
The value of q may vary from glacier to glacier, but this does not significantly change
thegeneraldynamicalbehaviouroftidewaterglaciers.Usingthemodifiedflotationcriterionforcalvinginanumericalmodelforthedynamicsoftidewaterglaciers,thelenghtchangethroughabasaldepressionisdiscussedinPaper3.Thesemodelcalculationsconfirmthatrapidchangesoftidewaterglaciersaremostlyaneffectofbedtopographyandtoaminordegreeadirectreactiononmassbalancechanges.Furthermore,itisshownthatrapidretreatstakeplaceinregionswherethebedslopesupinflowdirectionandthatforperiodsofrapidchangescalvingratesdonotfollowtheempiricalrelations.MeltingatthecalvingfrontInmoststudiesconcerningthecalvingprocess,subaqueousmeltingattheterminusisneglected,becausethetotalmasslossbymeltingatthecalvingfrontisfoundtobesmallcomparedtothemasslossbycalving(Powell,1988).Forthesubmarinemeltratems(inma-1),duetobuoyantverticalconvection,NeshybaandJosberger(1980)suggestedarelationoftheformms^2.14-T1-54,(4.4)65



where T is the water temperature in °C above the freezing point. Based on this

study, Jania (1988) estimated for Hansbreen a total mass loss by submarine melting
below 5% to 10% of the mass loss by calving. The energy in the far-field water is

often sufficient to melt ice at rates in the range of observed calving rates, but the

problem is to bring this water to the calving front (Hanson and Hooke, 2000). From

theoretical, laboratory and field studies on the deterioration of icebergs melting
concentrated to the waterhne is known to be one to two order of magnitudes higher
than below the surface (El-Tahan and others, 1987), due to wave erosion. The melt

rate mw (in ms_1) at the waterhne is specified as (White and others, 1980):

mw = 1.46 • HT4 (-j f-T, (4.5)

where T is the water temperature in °C, H the the wave height in meters, P the

mean wave period in seconds and R the roughness height of the ice surface in meters,

for which a suggested value is R = 0.01 m (El-Tahan and others, 1987). Melting
concentrated to the waterhne does change the shape of the front and leads to calving
of overhanging ice slabs above the undercut notch. Although the total mass loss by

melting is still small, melting at the waterhne plays for icebergs an important role by

triggering the process of calving. For icebergs 80% of the deterioration rate is found

to be due to melt induced calving, which includes melting at the waterhne and the

resulting calvingoftheoverhangingslabs,andonly2%isduetosubmarinemeltingbybuoyantconvection(El-Tahanandothers,1987).Foricebergsintheopensea,meltratesintherangeof2md~1arecommon(El-Tahanandothers,1987;Robeandothers,1977)andstrongseasonalvariationsoccurduetoseasonalchangesofseatemperature.Duringwintertimesea-icecoveradditionallypreventswaveerosionatthewaterhne.Onseveralslowlyflowinggroundedcalvingglaciersanotchmeltedoutatthewater-lineandtheresultingbreakingoffofthethinicelamellasaboveitisalsoobserved(Warren,1999;seePaper3)andhasbeendescribedindetailforMaudGlacier(NZ)byKirkbrideandWarren(1997).Laboratorystudiessupportthevalidityofequa¬tion(4.5)fortheSituationoftidewaterglaciers(Whiteandothers,1980;Josberger,1977).Meltratesandthereforemeltinducedcalvingratesareexpectedtobesmallerfortidewaterglaciersthanforicebergsintheopenocean,duetodifferencesintheseasurfaceconditionsandsalinity,buttheseasonalpatternmaybeverysimilar.BasalslidingBasalslidingisanimportantprocessforcontrollingthedynamicsoftidewaterglaciers.Increasingbasalslidingvelocitiesareexpectedforadecreasingeffectivepressurepeatmebed(Bindschadler,1983;BoultonandHindmarsh,1987),whichisdefinedastheice-overburdenminusthebasalwaterpressure.Withinatidewaterglacierthebasalwaterpressureamountsatleasttothewaterpressurethatcorre¬spondstosealevel.ThereforethebasalwaterpressureisexpectedtoComeclosesttotheice-overburdenpressureandleadstoenhancedbasalslidingneartheterminus.Thiseffectisindicatedbytheobservedhighslidingvelocitiesfortidewaterglaciers(MeierandPost,1987)andthetypicalincreasingflowvelocitiestowardsthecalvingfront(Vieliandothers,2000).64



4.2 Hansbreen: Geographical setting and observa¬

tions

Hansbreen is a tidewater glacier situated at Hornsund in southern Spitsbergen

(Fig. 4.1a). It is about 16 km long and covers an area of 57km2. The glacier is

grounded and ends with a 1.3 km wide calving front. Glaciological investigations
were initiated during the 3rd International Geophysical Year by Kosiba (I960), con¬

tinued by Baranowski (1977) and since 1982 extended by Jania (1988, 1994). Surface

topography is known for the years 1936 and 1990 from aerial photogrammetry. Bed

topography was investigated by radio-echo-soundings (Glazovsky and others, 1991)
and depth soundings of the fjord in front of the glacier (Gizejewski, 1997). The

AAR for Hansbreen is about 0.38 and the ratio of calving to the surface melt is

about 0.22 (Jania and Kaczmarska, 1997). Glacier front positions and surface flow

velocities have been measured by terrestrial photogrammetry in the frontal part of

the glacier since 1982 (Jania and Kolondra, 1982) and in a longitudinal profile in

1998 by terrestrial survey (Vieli and others, 2000) and in 1999 by GPS (Fig. 4.1a;

see Paper 2). First front position measurements date from 1918 and 1936. Since

1957 the calving front of Hansbreen has been monitored more frequently using the

method of terrestrial photogrammetry. From 1936 until 1982 Hansbreen retreated

by about 1.4 km, corresponding to a mean retreat rate of 22.5 m a-1. The retreat

was interrupted by a few short periods of advance in 1957-1959 and 1973-1977 (Jania
and Kaczmarska, 1997).

4.2.1 Frontal positions 1982-1998

Since 1982 the position of the calving front of Hansbreen has been monitored system¬

atically by the method of terrestrial photogrammetry (Jania and Kolondra, 1982).
From three different baselines, repeated stereoscopic photos were taken (Fig. 4.1b),
at least once a year, usually during the summer season. For the years 1986 and

1991/92 nearly complete annual cycles were recorded with
atemporalresolutionofabouttwomonths.TherearenoobservationsinwinterbetweenNovemberandFebruarybecauseofdarknessduringpolarnight.TheobservedfrontpositionsofHansbreenbetween1982and1998areshowninFigure4.1b.Theglacierlengthaveragedovera200mwidestripealongtheflowlineforthesameperiodisshowninFigure4.2.AgeneralslowretreatofHansbreensince1982aswellasseasonalvariationsoftheterminuspositionareobserved.From1982until1990theterminuscontinouslyretreatedatarateofabout28ma-1(Fig.4.2).Betweentheyears1990to1991thefrontpositionrecordshowsajumpintheretreatofabout280m(Fig.4.2).Thefrontpositionsbeforeandafterthisabruptchangeareclearlyseperatedfromeachother(Fig.4.1b).Thissuddenretreatismorepronouncedinthewesternpart,wherethewaterisdeeperthanintheeasternpart.After1991,theterminuswasmoreorlessstablewithaslightadvancingtendency.TheterminuspostionsofHansbreenadditionallyshowseasonalvariationswithanadvanceduringwinterandaretreatduringsummer(Fig.4.2).Duringthewelldocumentedyears1986and1991/92(Fig.4.2bandFig.4.2c)theterminusadvances
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Figure 4 1 (a) Map of Hansbreen showing glacier surface (solid contour lines)

and bed (dotted contour lines) topography. The contour intervals are 50m. The

dashed line indicates the flowline used for the model calculations and the star

symbol shows the location of the glacier moulin, in which water pressure was

monitored. The locations of the stakes used for the velocity measurements are

shown with triangles (1998) and black dots (1999). The dashed-dotted rectangular

frame indicates the zoomed area shown in figure (b): Map of the frontal part of

Hansbreen showing terminus positions before the abrupt retreat in 1991 (solid

lines) and after it (dashed-dotted lines). Basal topography is shown as contour

plot with a contour interval of 10 m. The dashed line indicates the flowline used

for the model calculations.

from October until beginning of June with a rate of 0.33 m d"1 and 0.55 m d_1,
respectively The retreating phase starts in June and continues until October with

a retreat rate of 1,04 m d_1 for summer 1986 For other years with less temporal
resolution of the front position measurements, estimations for the summer retreat

generally give smaller values than the value of 1986 (Table 4 1) The infered summer

retreat and winter advance rates are consistent with results of Jania (1988)
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Table 4 1 Estimated maximum summer retreat rates and winter advance rates

from observed front position changes The
* indicates data from an earlier study

by Jama (1988)

Year Winter advance rate Sum mer retreat rate

1983 O^md"1 -0 99 m d_i

1984* 0 28md_1 -0 93 m d_1

1986 0.33 m d-1 -104md"1

1988 - -0 54 m d"1

1991 O.Sömd"1

1993 - -0 95
md_11995042md-1-032md"167



in late summer the velocities are usually slightly below. Sporadic speed-up events

are additionally observed during the melting season with an increase in the surface

flow velocities up to a factor of five but for a duration of only 1-2 days (Vieli and

others, 2000, Paper 2). These speed-up events are related to periods of enhanced

water input to the glacier due to rainfall or a föhn Situation associated with enhanced

surface melt.

4.3 Interpretation and discussion of observations

4.3.1 Long term changes 1982-1998

The observed retreat from 1982 to 1998 follows the observed general retreat and

surface lowering since 1936, except for the jump in the terminus retreat of about

280m from 1990 to 1991 (Fig 4.2). Before and after this abrupt retreat the frontal

position undergoes only small changes in the range of seasonal variations. The rapid
retreat of 1990/91 can be explained by a temporary strong increase in the calving
rate.

Climatic or mass balance records do not indicate any abrupt change for this time

period outside the range of the annual variability, however, the length change signal
is strong and short. Therefore, the rapid retreat can not be a direct and immediate

reaction to a sudden mass balance Change. A basal depression with a maximum

depth of about 78m below sea level is located between the glacier front positions
before and after the abrupt retreat of 1990/91 (Fig. 4.1b). This indicates that the re¬

treat is affected by the basal topography. Earlier observations and numerical model

experiments showed that such accelerated retreats are likely to occur through basal

depressions (Meier and Post, 1987; see Paper 3). With continuing thinning and re¬

treat of the glacier, due to a negative mass balance, the flotation level is approached
in the region of the basal depression and increased calving due to buoyancy forces

occurs. The decreasing effective pressure there leads to enhanced sliding, longitu¬
dinal stretching and bottom crevassing and may additionally weaken the ice (Van
der Veen, 1996 and 1998). Thus the observations from Hansbreen suggest that the

abrupt retreat is mostly an effect of the bed topography at and behind the terminus

and the high calvingratesarearesultoftheglacierdynamicsintheregionofabasaldepression.Theslightreadvanceobservedbetween1993and1996(Fig.4.2)maybeaconse¬quenceofreducedsummercalvingratesduetochangesinclimaticconditions.Theobservationsclearlyshowthatthesummerretreatratesweresignificantlyreducedin1994and1995(Fig.4.2).Thereadvancemayalsobeadynamicalreactionontheabruptremovaloftheterminuspartin1990/91.Thereasonforthereadvancecannotbedeterminedunambiguouslybecauseitisnotobservedwhethertheglacierwasthinningorthickeningneartheterminusintheyearsbetween1990and1999.69



4.3.2 Seasonal variations

The seasonal Variation of the front position is determined by the seasonal change of

the calving rate and the flow velocity at the glacier terminus. The observed speed¬

up events showed that on a time scale of days strong velocity variations occur on

Hansbreen during the melt season (Paper 2). On time scales of months or seasons

these events do not significantly change the ice flow. Thus seasonal variations of the

frontal velocities are small in comparison to the fluctuations of terminus position and

the seasonal changes of the front position are mainly due to a seasonal Variation of

the calving rate. A calving rate close to zero during winter implies that the advancing
rate matches the flow velocity at the terminus. The observed values for the winter

advance rate in 1986 and 1991/92 are in the range of directly measured frontal

flow velocities between 0.30 m d_1 and 0.45 m d_1 by terrestrial photogrammetry
and survey (Jania, 1988; Vieli and others, 2000).

Assuming constant flow velocities over the year, a seasonal pattern of the calving rate

can be estimated from the observed changes in front positions. The inferred annual

cycle of calving yields no calving from October to beginning of June (~8 months)
and high calving

ratesbetweenJuneandOctober(~4months).Thisstepfunctionisafirstapproximationfortheannualcycleforcalving.Innaturetheswitchinthecalvingratebetweenthedifferentseasonsisexpectedtobemoregradual.ThesummercalvingratecanbeestimatedfromtheobservedsummerretreatratedL/dtandthefrontalvelocityU{,whichisassumedtobeequaltothewinteradvancerate.Forthebestdocumentedyear1986,asummercalvingrateofuc=dLjdt—u\=—1.04md-10.33md_1=—1.37md-1isobtained,whichcorrespondstoameanannualcalvingrateof164ma"1.Roughestimationsfortheotheryearsgivevaluesforthesummercalvingrate,whicharesimilarorbelowtheoneof1986(Table4.1).Fortheyear1991/92itisdifficulttoseetheannualsignalofthefrontalpositionbecauseoftherapidretreat.TheobservedseasonalpatternofthecalvingratecorrelateswellwiththeseasonalVariationofclimate.Theperiodofmaincalvingcorrespondstotheperiodofsurfacemeltingandhighestseawatertemperaturesinthefiord(Fig.4.4).TheobservednotchatthecalvingfrontofHansbreensuggeststhatmeltingatthewaterlinemayplayanimportantrolefortheprocessofcalvingbyinducingthebreakoffoftheiceslabsaboveasobservedforicebergs(El-Tahanandothers,1987).AccordingtoEquation(4.5)themeltrateatthewaterlineiszerowhenthetemperatureisbelow0°Corwhenwaveactivityissuppressedbyseaicecov¬eringinthevictiniryofthecalvingface.Inhydrologicalinvestigationsin1981/82theseasonalVariationoftheseasurfacetemperatureandtheseaicecoveringinHornsundwasmeasured(Moskal,1987;Swerpel,1982).Insummerseasurfacetemperaturesofabout2"Cweremeasured,whereasfromOctobertoJunethesur¬facetemperatureswerebelowfreezingandthefiordwasmostlycoveredbyseaice(Fig.4.4).FromtheweeklyreportoftheNationalIceCenter,WashingtonD.C,USA(http://www.natice.noaa.gov)theHornsundregionwasfoundtobecoveredbyicefromendofNovemberuntilbeginningofJune.Thus,theobservedseasonalpatternoftheseasurfacetemperaturesandthedurationofseaicecoversuggeststhatthemeltrateatthewaterlineisclosetozerofrombeginningofOctoberuntil
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June and is highest in late summer This seasonal pattern is very similar to the one

found for the calving rate and indicates a link between melting at the waterline and

calving If melting at the waterline is the inducing process for calving, as similarly

suggested for Maud Glacier by Kirkbride and Warren (1997), their rates should be

in the same range Between 1982 and 1998 summer calving rates up to a value of

1 37 m d_1 occured Based on studies of Neshyba and Josberger (1980), Jania (1988)
estimated a maximum cliff melt of 0 16 m d_1 for Hansbreen, which is one order of

magnitude below the value of the calving rates. But this estimation is concentrated

to submarine melting, due to buoyant convection and gives a vertically avergaged
melt rate From studies on the deterioration of icebergs melt rates at the waterline

are known to be one to two order of magnitudes higher than below (El-Tahan and

others, 1987) Using Equation (4 5) a rough estimation for the melt rate at the wa¬

terline can be done for the Situation of Hansbreen For a surface water temperatureof2"C,awaveheightof01mandawaveperiodof15sameltrateatthewater-lineof1.06md"1wouldresultThisvalueisintherangeoftheobservedsummercalvingratesandthereforeforHansbreenmeltingatthewaterlinehastobetakenintoaccountasapossibletriggeringmechanismforcalvingandasapossiblecausefortheobservedseasonalfluctuationofthefrontpositionduringperiodsofslowretreatsThedirectobservationsofcalvingandthepermanentlypersistingnotchmeltedoutatthewaterlineduringsummer1998and1999suggeststhatthiswasthecaseatleastduringtheseperiods.TheestimationforthemeltrateaccordingtoEquation(45)isbasedonassumptionsforthetemperature,waveheightandperiod,whichbothundergostrongtemporalchanges.InadditionEquation(45)isdeterminedforopenocean,thusthevalueof1md_1isamaximumvalueandmayoverestimatethemeltrateatthewaterlineduringSummerAlthoughthemeltratesatthewaterlinearesmaller,theobservationsofHansbreenindicatethatmeltingatoojD3EJQ.E0)20271



the waterline affects the process of calving, by changing the shape of the calving face

and therefore the stress field in the frontal ice body. Hanson and Hooke (2000) men¬

tioned that an oversteepening due to increased submarine melting during summer

may lead to enhanced summer calving.

The calving of ice lamellas above the waterline leads to a submarine ice foot. The

large icebergs that occasionally rise to the sea surface in front of the calving front of

Hansbreen indicate the développement of an ice foot below the surface, which might
be due to enhanced submarine melting near the surface (Hunter and Powell, 1998).

Icebergs detach from the ice foot when buoyancy exceeds a critical stress for failure.

Sediment layers on the observed icebergs indicate its origin from the glacier bed.

4.3.3 Calving rate water depth relation

The observations of Hansbreen during periods of slow calving do not support the

calving rate to water depth relationship suggested by Brown and others (1982)
for tidewater glaciers. For the year 1986 the annual calving rate is estimated

to be 164ma-1. For the period 1982-1990 a mean calving rate between 150 and

190 m a-1 is found, assuming flow velocities according to observations between 0.3

and 0.45 m d_1. The water depth at the terminus in the considered middle part

of the giacier is about 50m. These observed calving rates are far below the value

expected from the calving rate to water depth relationship suggested by Brown and

others (1982), corresponding to a calving rate of 1350 m a-1 for 50 m water depth
and 810 m a-1 for the water depth averaged over the glacier width of 30 m. The

observed values of Hansbreen are in the range of the calving rate water depth rela¬

tion suggested for freshwater calving glaciers (Funk and Roethlisberger, 1989). On

a seasonal time scale the calving rates undergo strong changes from zero calving in

winter up to 1,37 m d_1 in summer and show no relation to water depth, which is

also known from Columbia Glacier (Sikonia, 1982).

4.4 Modelling the retreat of 1982-1998

A time dependent numerical model for the glacier flow of tidewater glaciers (see

Paper 3) is applied on Hansbreen to investigate the suggested hypothesis derived

from the observed changesinfrontposition.Inparticular,theeffectofthebasaldepressionontherapidretreatof1990/91willbetestedwiththemodelcalculations.Furthermore,theobservedseasonalvariationsoftheglacierfrontismodelledbyprescribingseasonal(meltinduced)calvingrates.WewanttoemphasizethatthegoalofthemodelcalculationsistoidentifyandcheckthegoverningprocessesduringtheretreatofHansbreenratherthantoreproducetheexactevolutionintime.4.4.1ModeldescriptionThenumericalmodelforthedynamicsoftidewaterglaciersusedtostudytheretreatofHansbreenwasdescribedanddiscussedinPaper3.Themodelcalculatesthe72



surface evolution and the two-dimensional velocity and stress fields for a longitudinal
section of the glacier. The 2D force balance and mass conservation equations are

solved to compute stress and velocity fields using the finite-element method. Glens's

flow law is used in the model with a flow law exponent n
= 3 and a rate factor

A = 0.1 bar"3a~1 (Gudmundsson, 1999; Hubbard and others, 1998; Albrecht and

others, 2000).

Calving

Calving is implemented in the model by two different schemes. The seasonal calving

rates, for which melting at the waterline may be the controlling process, are included

in the model by the seasonal calving scheme, in which the calving rate is prescribed

according to the observed seasonal pattern (see Section 4.3).

In the modified flotation criterion (Equation (4.3); see Paper 3), for each time step

the new terminus is moved to the position where the ice thickness h exceeds the

flotation height by the fraction q—O.lb. The ice mass that is removed corresponds
to the mass loss due to calving. Following this method the calving rate is a result

of the computation and is controlled by the ice velocity and the surface changes.

The calving process is implemented in the model as follows: At each time step

first the front position is shifted according to the prescribed seasonal calving rate.

Then the terminus position is updated according to the modified flotation criterion.

Calving is governed by buoyancy as soon as a part of the glacier terminus is below

the critical height hc. With this approach, the model decides whether the prescribed
seasonal or the buoyancy induced calving is the controlling process for calving.

Basal sliding

A linear sliding law of the form

vh = k T?p;r, (4.6)

is included in the model, where vh is the basal velocity, rb the basal shear stress, k

is an adjustable empirical positive
Parameterandpetheeffectivepressure.WesettheParametersm=1andr=1suchthatwegetalinearslidinglaw.Thisslidingrelation(4.6)isimplementedinthemodelbyaddingathinsoftlayerattheglacierbase.Theviscosityofthisbasallayerhasbeenchoseninordertofulfilltheslidingrelation(4.6)foraspecificlocation(adetailedimplementationisdescribedinViehandothers,2000).Thefactorkp~linrelation(4.6)isgivenasinputforthemodelandthebasalvelocityandbasalsheartractionresultbysolvingthesystemoffieldequationsandboundaryconditions.Foreachtimestep,theeffectivepressurechangesandhastobeupdatedwiththeactualicethicknessandbasalwaterpressure.
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Figure 4 5 (a) Profile along the flowline of Hansbreen with glacier bed (solid line)

and sutface topography for the years 1936, 1990 and 1999 The lines within the
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4.4.2 Model input

Optimal sliding Parameter and water level

The slidingParameterkandthewaterlevelforthenumericalmodelarenotknownandhavetobeadjustedThebestvaluesforslidingParameterKandthewaterlevelwerefoundbyminimizingtheroot-mean-SquareerrorbetweenmodelledandobservedsurfaceflowvelocitiesonHansbreenSurfacevelocitiesalongtheflowlineH-V,"*""*^*,.,.Surface1936Surfacei990.\^"-V..-Surface1999Glaciermoulin~0"-~->...———^\A>iir^-^\~~"~3-iDObservedvelocitiesModelledvelocitiesii+meanflow99k=470,a=1.6°it11V—111o>xslowflow99slowflow98annual98-99---k=470,a=0.75°k=470,a=0.45°Jj-*"+—f-a.AA'A~jT



were measured in summer 1998 (Vieli and others, 2000) and 1999 and are shown in

Figure 4.5 (see Paper 2). Short-term variations of the surface velocities have been

observed in the ablation zone. Speed-up events with velocities increased by a factor

2 to 5 and a typical duration of 1 to 2 days occured. Because of the short duration

of these events, they have only a minor effect on the mean annual and seasonal

velocities. For the summer 1998 and 1999, the velocities during a short period

immediately after a speed-up event (termed slow-flow 1998 and slow-flow 1999)
were found to be slightly lower than the mean annual values, and may balance the

enhanced velocities during the Speed-ups. Thus, the observations show that on a

seasonal time scale the velocities are almost steady. In summer 1999 the velocities

before such a speed-up event (termed mean-flow 1999) were nearly constant for two

weeks with values very close to the mean annual velocities (Fig. 4.5b). The mean-

flow 1999 velocities are assumed to be representative for the mean annual flow and

are used for adjusting the model Parameters.

The measured velocity variations are related to variations of basal water pressure.

The water pressure in a glacier moulin, located 4.5 km upstream of the terminus

(Fig. 4.1a), was recorded in summer 1999, simultanously with the velocity measure¬

ments (Fig. 4.5a). For the slow-flow period 1999 a water level of about 50 ma. s. 1.

was observed and for the mean-flow period it was 120 ma. s. 1. The basal water pres¬

sure within Hansbreen is not known and assumptions must be made. Sea level is a

lower limit for the water level, but especially during the melting season, it is higher.
For the model calculations

thewaterlevelisassumedtoincreaselinearlywithdis¬tancetotheterminus,startingatsealevelatthecalvingfront.Weadditionallyassumedthatthewaterleveldoesnotexceed120mtotakeintoaccountinasimplewayadecreasingwaterlevelgradientglacierupstream.Thewaterlevelgradient(XisthereforeatuningParameterforthenumericalmodel.Fortheslow-flowperiod,aisexpectedtobesmallerthanforthemean-flowperiod.BecausethevelocitiesarealmoststeadywiththeseasonsthetuningParameterskandOtareassumedtobeconstantwithtime.Forthemean-flowperiodthebestfitofthemodelledtotheobservedvelocitieswasfoundwithk=470andawaterlevelcorrespondingtoaninclinationofthewatertableofa=1.6"(Fig.4.5).ThisvalueoftheslidingParameterkisequaltothevaluefoundfortheslow-flowperiodforthesummer1998(Vieliandothers,2000),butthereasmallerwaterlevelinclinationofonly0.45"wasfound,whichrepresentsagenerallylowerwaterpressure.AssumingthesameslidingParameterk=470fortheslow-flowperiod1999,aslightlyhigherwaterlevelinclinationofa=0.75"results.Thewaterlevelsintheglaciermoulinwiththeoptimalwaterlevelinclinationsofa—1-6"[mean-flow)anda=0.75"(slow-flow)are120mand58mrespectively,whichisinagreementwiththeobservedvaluesforthecorrespondingperiodsshowninFig.4.5a.Forthefollowingmodelcalculationsweusedk—470anda=1.6"correspondingtothemeanflow99velocities.
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Input geometry

The model calculations were focused on the period 1982 until 1998 with a special in¬

terest on the period of 1990/91n which the abrupt retreat occured. For starting the

model calculation the surface geometry along the flowline of 1936 is used (Fig. 4.5a).
The observed surface lowering from 1990 to 1999 follows the general trend of glacier

thinning from 1936 to 1990. There is an uncertainity in bed topography in a zone of

500 m lenght behind the front position of 1998, due to missing radio-echo-sounding
data in this highly crevassed area.

Input mass balance function

Mass balance measurements started in 1989, and thus there is no mass balance

data available for the early part of the modelling period. Annual mass balance

measurements are available since 1990 with a gap in 1996 and 1997 (Jania and

Kaczmarska, 1997; IAHS, 1997). From the existing mass balance of the years 1991-

1995, a mass balance function b was derived, depending on surface elevation S

b = a}S + a0, (4.7)

with the coefficients a^ = 0.00655 and a$ = -2.2043. This mass balance function

includes surface accumulation and ablation without calving. The corresponding
mean average net balance (without calving) over this period is —0.21 m w. e. and

the mean ELA is 338 ma. s. 1.

The assumed mass balance b may not be representative for the entire period from

1936 until today. Even if the total mass balance did undergo large changes since

1936, the mass balance gradient is not expected to change very much. From the

existing topographic maps of 1936 and 1990, the volume change of Hansbreen be¬

tween 1936 and 1990, is estimated to be 1.2 km3 of ice (Jania and Kolondra, 1982).
The surface area of the glacier decreased by about 2km2to57km2inthisperiod.Thus,themeanaveragenetbalanceforthe54yearperiod1936-1990amountsto-0.35mw.e.a-1.Thisvalueincludestheadditionalmasslossthroughcalvingoficebergs.Themeanaveragenetbalancewithoutcalvingfortheperiod1990-95isslightlylessnegativewith-0.21mw.e.a-1.Thisdifferencerequiresamasslossthroughcalvingcorrespondingtoanablationrateof-0.14mw.e.aä'.Theassumedmassbalanceparameterisationderivedfromthe1990-95recordisconsistentwiththeestimatedglaciervolumechangefromthe1936-90.Therefore,theassumedmassbalancefunctionb(Equation4.7)isanacceptableapproximationforthemeanmassbalancesince1936andisusedasinputforourmodelcalculations.Becauseoftheuncertaintyinthemassbalanceinput,additionalmodelrunswereperformedwithashiftofthemassbalancefunctionbySb=±0.2mw.e.a-1.CalvingrateBesidetheflotationcriterionforcalving,aseasonalcycleofcalvingrateucispre¬scribedfromtheobservedfrontpositionchangesandvelocities,whateverthecon¬trollingprocessforcalvingis.Forthe8monthsperiodfromthebeginningofOctober76



to the beginning of June, no calving is assumed and for the four summer months

(June-October) the observed value of 1986, uelt = 1.37 m d-1 is used The result¬

ing mean annual calving rate amounts to 0.45 m d_1. To show the sensitivity of

the model results on the prescribed calving rates, addition model runs with slightly
different summer calving rates of 1 28 m d_1 and 1 46 m d_1 were performed
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Figure 4 6 (a) Modelled (solid line) and observed (crosses) front positions of

Hansbreen with time The time axis corresponds to observed front positions (b)

Modelled horizontal surface velocities at the terminus (right scale) and prescribed

calving rates (left scale) are shown with time

4.5 Model results and discussion

The modelled front position shows a general slow retreat with a superimposed annual

cycle (Fig 4 6) A jump in the retreat of about 220m occurs in the modelled

retreat in the year 47 after model start. The abrupt retreat takes place over the

region where the basal depression is located (Fig 4.7), which corresponds to the

observations presented before In Figure 4 7, the modelled evolution of the glacier
surface is shown for every two years, starting with the 1936 surface The glacier
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thins continuously from year to year due to the imposed negative mass balance. In

the frontal region, where the basal topography at the terminus slopes up in flow

direction, the thinning is found to be accelerated (Fig 4 7) Due to the seasonal

front position changes the frontal part of the glacier additionally undergoes small

seasonal thickness changes

The modelled retreat of the period 1982-1998 is not expected to be accurate in time,

because the calculated mean retreat rate mainly depends ontheassumptionsmadeforthemassbalancehistoryandtheannualprescribedcalvingrate(Fig48)Themodelcalculationsstartin1936inordertohavealongenoughspinupperiodforrealisticinitialconditionsforthejumpin1990inwhichweareinterestedinThepositionandshapeofthejumpinretreatisveryrobustwithregardtodifferentmassbalanceinputsandprescribedcalvingratesforthespinup,asdiscussedbelow.Toobtainthemodelledabruptlengthchangeatthetruetime(1990/91),themodeltimeisshiftedaccordingly(Fig46)Themodelledslowretreatbeforethejumpisinagreementwiththeobservedretreat(Fig4.6a).Furthermore,theobservedseasonalvariationswerewellreproducedbythemodelcalculationsThepositionwherethemodelledabruptretreattakesplacecorrespondstotheobservations.Additionalmodelrunswithdifferentvaluesfortheprescribedseasonalcalvingrate,adifferentinputmassbalanceoralowerwaterlevelinclinationaalsoshowtheabruptretreatatthesameposition(Fig4.8),althoughthemodeltimeofthesejumpsdiffersForthemodelcalculationstheinputmassbalancefunctionandprescribedseasonal78
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Figure 4.8: Glacier length with time shown for the additional model runs with (a)

a slightly changed prescribed summer calving rate ut and a changed water level

gradient (x and (b) a shifted mass balance input by Sb.

or melt induced calving rate are assumed to be constant with time. The modelled

abrupt retreat of the terminus is therefore not a immediate reaction on this external

forcing. The model calculations clearly show that the jump in retreat is fixed to the

location of the basal depression.

The observations of the retreat between 1982 and 1998 are limited to some snap shots

in time and are not continous. The model calculations allow us to follow continously
the front position and additional variables, such as glacier surface, calving rates or

flow velocities. The flow of a glacier through a basal depression results in a slight

depression in the glacier surface above. Such a surface depression also occurs in

the frontal region of Hansbreen (Fig. 4.7). Before the jump in retreat takes place,
the surface elevation at the calving front is always above the critical height above

flotation (Equation (4.3)) and the prescribed seasonal pattern of the calving rate

is controlling the retreat. With thinning of the glacier, the surface depression gets

more pronounced due to enhanced sliding. When the glacier surface thins below the

critical height above buoyancy in the region of the basal depression, all the ice in

front of the depression is removed, according to the flotation criterion (Equation (4.2)
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and (4.3)). Instead of the prescribed seasonal calving, in this case buoyancy induced

calving becomes the governing process. At this stage the retreat is mainly controlled

by surface lowering in the terminus region, which is strongly affected by the bed

geometry and changes in basal sliding. The enhanced sliding and steeper slope at

the terminus in the region of the basal depression leads to an increase in the mass

flux divergence and therefore to enhanced thinning (Fig. 4.7). The resulting high

buoyancy induced calving rate leads to a very rapid terminus retreat through the

basal depression and a region of a down slope bed in flow direction with shallow

water is reached. There the buoyancy induced calving rate decreases rapidly and

the prescribed seasonal calving again becomes the controlling process. Thus, the

model calculations confirm the explanation for the jump in retreat suggested by the

observations on Hansbreen.

The abrupt retreat is mainly an effect of basal topography and caused by the buoy¬

ancy induced calving in the region of basal depression. The negative net mass

balance is driving the general surface lowering and is therefore triggering this rapid
retreat. The additional model runs show that the mean retreat rate and the abso¬

lute time when the jump in retreat happens strongly depends on the assumptions
made for the mass balance or prescribed calving rate (Fig 4.8). The location of the

modelled abrupt retreat is independent of these two Parameters and thus further

confirms the suggested effect of the basal topography on the retreat.

The modelled jump in retreat of 220m is smaller than the observed 280m. An

explanation for this discrepancy may be found in the basal topography, which is

not accurately known in the region behind the 1998 position (between 15.5 km and

16 km), because of missing depth sounding data.

With the used seasonal pattern of the calving rate the observed seasonal cycles of

retreat and
advancearewellreproducedbythemodel(Fig.4.6),especiallyfortheyearsbeforetheabruptchange.Afterthejumpinretreat,theobservationsshowa4yearperiodofaslightadvancewhereasinthemodelcalculationstheterminusisslowlyretreating.Theobservationsindicatethattheadvanceismainlyduetoareductionofsummercalvingrateandthedurationofthesummerretreatperiod.Thesurfaceelevationoftheterminusregionisnotobservedbetween1990and1999anditisnotcleariftheglacierwasthickeningduringthereadvancingperiod.Forourmodelexperimentstheinputmassbalanceandtheprescribedseasonalcycleofthecalvingrateareassumedtobeconstantfromyeartoyear.Inreality,theymayvaryseasonallyandinteranually.Lowerairandseatemperaturesandthelongerdurationofthewinterseasonandtheseaicecoveragepossiblyreducethesummerretreat.Thus,variationsintheexternalforcingmaybeapossiblecausefortheobservedslowglacieradvanceandmayexplainthediscrepancybetweenobservationsandmodelcalculations.Themodelledseasonalvariationsshowthattheflowvelocitiesattheterminuscanalsoundergoannualcycles(Fig.4.9),althoughtheslidingParameterskandaarekeptconstantwithtime.Figure4.9showsaperiodinwhichtheprescribedseasonalcalvingratecontrolschangesinterminusPosition.Thevelocityvariationsarearesultofaseasonalchangesofthecliffheightcausedbytheexternallyforcedannualcyclesofthecalvingrate.Withtheretreatinsummertheheightofcalvingfrontincreases,whichcauseshigherdrivingforcesattheterminusandleadstoincreased80
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velocities (Fig. 4.9). In winter, when the prescribed calving rate is assumed to be

zero, the glacier slides forward and the cliff height decreases due to gravitational

creep. This seasonal velocity increase is local and concentrated to the terminus

region. Five frontal ice thicknesses behind the terminus (400m) the amplitude of

the seasonal velocity variations is almost zero (Fig 4.9). This is confirmed by the

observed velocities on Hansbreen, which are almost steady during the seasons further

upglacier.
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4.6 Conclusions and prospects

The observed rapid retreat of the front position of Hansbreen in 1990/91 is found

to be related to a basal depression in the terminus region. The observed seasonal

changes of the front position of Hansbreen are mainly due to variations of the calv¬

ing rate. The period of main calving occurs during summer and corresponds to

the period of surface melting and highest sea water temperatures in the fiord. In

winter the calving rate is close to zero resulting in an advance corresponding to the

ice flow at the calving front. The commonly observed notch at the waterline and

the observed seasonal pattern of calving indicates that during periods of slow front

position changes melting at the waterline may play an important role as a triggering
mechanism for calving. Melting at the waterline mainly depends on sea water tem¬

peratme and wave activity and is therefore highly sensitive on the duration of sea

ice covering and climatic conditions in summer. For small tidewater glaciers with

frontal flow velocities and calving rates similar or below that of Hansbreen the role

of melting at the waterline on the calving process must be taken into account and

be further investigated

The performed model calculations confirm, that the cause of the abrupt retreat of

Hansbreen in 1990/1991 is mainly an effect of basal topography, and governed by
the process of buoyancy induced calving. This supports the concept of Van der Veen

(1996) proposed for the rapid retreat of Columbia Glacier. The location of the jump
is found to be independent on the external forcings, such as mass balance and the

prescribed calving rates, and is fixed to the position of the basal depression. Thus,
the general thinning of Hansbreen due to a negative net mass balance is only the

triggering process for the rapid retreat. The enhanced calving rate is a result of

the strong influence of bed topography to the surface change in the terminus region
and therefore primarily

aresultofglacierdynamicsandnotviceversa.Rapidretreatsthroughbasaldepressionswereobservedonseveraltidewaterglaciers,butthesestudiesweremostlyfocussedonlargeandfastflowingglacierswithcalvingratesandfrontalvelocitiesintheorderof1kma-1.TheexampleofHansbreenshowsthattheeffectofbasaltopographyonthedynamicsofsmallslowlyflowingtidewaterglaciersissimilar.Theproposedtworelevantprocessesforcalvingdonotdistinguishbetweenfresh¬waterandtidewater,andthereforethereisnofundamentalrestrictiontoapplyourmodeltofreshwaterglaciers.Themagnitudeofthecalvingratemaybeaffectedbythedifferenceofbuoyancyinfreshandtidewaterorbythedifferentmeltratesatthewaterline,duetodifferencesinsalinityandwaveactivity.Theobservedcalv¬ingratesandcorrespondingterminuswaterdepthsfortheslowlyretreatingperiodofHansbreenresultinacalvingratetowaterdepthrelationship,whichissimilartothefunctioninferredfromobservationsoffreshwatercalvingglaciers(FunkandRothlisberger,1989).ThusthedataofHansbreensupportsasimilarrelationshipforfreshwaterandtidewaterglaciers.FromtheobservationsandperformedmodelcalculationsforHansbreen,wecon¬cludethatrapidunstableretreatsofgroundedcalvingglaciersinfreshortidewateraremainlyrelatedtobasaldepressionsintheterminusregionandareonlytoaminordegreeadirectresponsetoachangeinclimate.Becauseofthesensivityof
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length changes of grounded calving glaciers on basal topography, their future be¬

haviour with respect to climate change is difficult to predict and requires an accurate

knowledge of the glacier bed.
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Appendix A

Interferometric radar observations of

Hansbreen

A.l Introduction and method

In 1997 the surface flow of Hansbreen was only known at a few points in the terminus

region. To determine a continuous velocity field with high resolution and emphasis
to the ablation area the method of satellite radar interferometry was used (Rott,

1997). The interferometric analysis presented here were performed by the group of

Prof. H. Rott, Institute for Meteorologie und Geophysics, University of Innsbruck,
Austria. Hansbreen was imaged by the European Remote Sensing Satellite Sythethic

Aperture Radar (ERS-SAR, specifications see Table A.l). The ERS-l/ERS-2 Tan¬

dem Mission operated between August 1995 and May 1996. The ERS-SAR operates

on C-Band (A = 5.7 cm) with a spatial resolution of 6.5 m in azimuth (along-track)
and 9.6 m in range (direction of the radar beam). The radar look angle from the

vertical was 23 °. During the ERS-l/ERS-2 Tandem Mission the two satellites were

coordinated in order to image the same areas on earth with a time difference of

24 hours.

Table A.1: ERS-SAR specifications.

ERS-SAR Sensor Characteristics

Orbital altitude 785 km

Frequency 5.3 GHz (C-Band)

Wavelength 5.7cm

Swath width 100 km

Incidence angle 23"

Pulse band width 15.55 MHz

Range resolution 9.6 m

Azimuth resolution 6.5m
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Interferometric SAR measures the phase difference A$ between two SAR images

(Rott, 1997). If the repeat pass images are taken exactly from the same positions,
A$ only depends on the surface displacement in range, which can be split into a

horizontal and a vertical component. If the antenna positions are seperated by a

distance (referred as baseline) the phase difference results from surface motion and

topography. The topographic phase can be removed by using a terrain model or a

second interferogram.

A precondition for an interferometric analysis is phase coherence between the signals
of the two images. Surface melting, snow fall, ice deformation and changes of the

surface roughness reduce coherence. For interferometric motion analysis of glaciers
several factors have to be taken into account (Rott, 1997):

• The baseline length should be short, because the sensitivity to topography
decreases with decreasing baseline.

. Only motion in the direction of the radar beam can be detected

• Decorrelation additionally results from rotation and deformation at pixel and

subpixel scale, for example due to lateral shear at glacier margins.

.

In case of fast flowing glaciers, the lateral motion gradient is very high and

therefore the individual fringes can not be resolved.

A.2 SAR-data for Hansbreen region

For Hansbreen, ascending and descending scenes are available. To obtain highest

probability for phase coherence, SAR image pairs were selected from periods without

surface melt (October to May). In addition, only image pairs with a short baseline

were taken into account. The available SAR image-pairs that cover the region of

Hansbreen and fulfill the criterions above are listed in Table A.Z. The direction of

the radar beam for the descending scene is nearly perpendicular to the glacier flow

in the frontal part of Hansbreen and therefore the descending scenes only provide
information on the motion field in the upper part of the glacier. The look direction

of the ascending scene would allow to determine also the motion field in the frontal

part of Hansbreen, but from the existing image pair, one image was not available

at the ERS data-Center. To get highest probability for phase coherence, imagepairswereselectedforwhichprecipitationandwindvelocitiesweresmall(TableA.2,MeteorologicalStationatPolishPolarStationoftheGeophysicalInstituteofPolishAcademyofSciences).A.3SARinterferogramApril9/101996InterferogramswerecalculatedfortheSARimagepairofDecember13/141995andApril9/101996,butonlytheinterferogramof9/10Aprilshowedgoodcoherence86



Table A.2: Available SAR images pairs for the region of Hansbreen for the period

between October and May and with short baselines.

Descending scenes

Satellite Orbit Track Frame Date Remarks

ERS 1

ERS 2

23028

3355

495

495

2025

2025

Dec. 10 1995

Dec. 11 1995 strong wind, snowfall

ERS 1

ERS 2

23071

3398

037

037

2025

2025

Dec. 13 1995

Dec. 14 1995

no coherence

ERS 1

ERS 2

24531

4858

495

495

2025

2025

March 24 1996

March 25 1996 strong wind

ERS 1

ERS 2

24574

4901

037

037

2025

2025

March 27 1996

March 28 1996

snowfall

snowfall

ERS 1

ERS 2

24760

5087

223

223

2025

2025

April 9 1996

April 10 1996

good coherence

Ascending
Satellite

scenes

Orbit Track Frame Date Remarks

ERS 1 30591 042 1575 May 211997

ERS 2 10918 042 1575 May 22 1997 not available

(Fig. A.l). The phase differences shown in the interferogram in Figure A.2 results

from surface motion and topography. Because of the short baseline of 39 m the sen¬

sitivity for topography is small. One color sequence (one fringe) in the interferogram

represents a phase shift in range of 27T between the two images, which corresponds
to an altitude difference of 243m (in regions without motion) or to a horizontal or

vertical displacement in the radar beam direction of 7.3 cm or 3.1cm respectively.
The sensitivity is higher to vertical than horizontal motion because of low incidence

angle of the radar beam.

Flow of Hansbreen

The flow in the frontal part of Hansbreen is nearly perpendicular to the radar beam

direction for this descending scene and therefore a motion analysis of the interfero¬

gram in the frontal region is not possible. For the upper part of Hansbreen the angle
between the flow and the radar beam direction is about 45". There, only few fringes

occur, which indicate rather slow surface velocities. For an exact determination

of the surface flow the topographic phase must be removed. This was done for a

transverse profile in the middle of the glacier (Fig. A.2) using the photogrammetric

map of 1990. The velocity component perpendicular to the radar beam was derived

from estimated flow directions. In this transverse profile surface flow velocities
upto6.5cmd_lresult(Fig.A.3).Thesevaluesareingoodagreementwiththevelocitiesmeasuredbyterrestrialsurveyin1998(Vieliandothers,2000)andGPSin1999(inthisthesis,Paper2).
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Figure A.I: Phase-coherence image of the SAR ERS-l/ERS-2 data from April

9/10 1996. Red color stands for high coherence and goes over orange, yellow,
green and blue to low coherence.

Paierlbreen and Burgerbukta

For Paierlbreen, which is situated north of Hansbreen with a similar size, surface

slope and flow direction, the interferometric image looks very different (Fig. A.2). A

high fringe frequency results which increases towards the terminus and the glacier

margins where they can not be resolved. The glacier margins are also zones where

phase coherence is lost (Fig. A.l). Because the slope is rather small (~ 2") the fringes
on the glacier surface correspond in first approximation to the surface displacement
in radar beam direction. A rough estimation by counting fringes from the top of

the glacier (saddle Situation), where horizontal velocities are nearly zero, results in

surface flow velocities in the range of 500 m a-1 for the lower part of Paierlbreen,

which are one to two order of magnitudes above the observed values on Hansbreen,

although the size and slope of the glacier are very similar. These unexpected high
velocities suggest that Paierlbreen was in a surging phase on April 9/10 1996. In
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Figure A.2: Interferogram of Hansbreen region, based on SAR ERS-l/ERS-2 data

from April 9/10 1996. The look direction of the radar beam is from right to left.

spring 1994 distinct changes of the surface topography (IAHS, 1998) and the opening
of new large crevasses in the upper part of Paierlhreen were ohserved (personal
communication from Prof. J. Jania, University of Silesia, Poland, Nov. 1998),
which confirms a glacier surge of Paierlhreen. These new crevasses Mocked the

usual snow mobile route from Polish Polar Station to Longyearhyen. The loss of

coherence mainly in the terminus and marginal parts also indicates very high internal

ice deformation and rotation, which typically occurs during a glacier surge.

In the upper part of Paierlhreen a spot of zero coherence (dark hlue) is visible

(Fig. A.1). At this location a large meltwater lake was observed on the glacier
surface in summer 1990. The lost of coherence at this spot may indicate that this

lake also existed on April 9/10 1996, although surface melting is expected to he

small or zero during this period. The daily temperatures on April 9 and 10 1996

recorded at the Polish Polar Station were -7.0" and +0.2° respectively.

The good coherence and the clear fringes on the ocean surface in the Burgerhukta in

front of Paierlhreen is due to sea-ice covering (Fig. A.1). In contrast, in areas with
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A.4 Concluding remarks

From the performed interferometric analysis we were not able to derive a high reso¬

lution velocity field for the ablation area of Hansbreen, which was the main objective
of this study The reason is that the available ERS-SAR image pairs for which phase
coherence is likely were limited to descending scenes with a radar beam direction

perpendicular to the flow in the frontal part of Hansbreen Thus an interferometric

motion analysis for the region of main interest is not possible

From the interferogram of April 9/10 1996 the velocities in a transverse profile in

the upper part of Hansbreen are in good agreement with field measurements There,
in principle, a continous motion field could be derived by removing the topographic

phase using the map of 1990 or with a second interferogram But the surface veloci¬

ties are small (less than one fringe) and therefore the accuracy low The probability
of a second interferogram with phase coherence is small, because the other SAR

image pairs are within periods of strong wind and high precipitation (Table A 2) In

addition these image pairs are all from the descending scene and do not provide any

information on the flow of the terminus part of Hansbreen, in which we are mostly
interested There is one additional image pair of an ascending scene (October 17/20
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1991, ERSl), but the time intervall is 3days and the base line is 319 m, which is

not optimal for an interferometiic motion analysis. Therefore no further attempts

to find an additional interferogram were done, instead velocity measurements in the

field were carried out.

Although this interferometiic analysis provides little information on the flow of Hans-

breen, the calculated interferogram of April 9/10 1996 contains interesting additional

information on the surroundings of Hansbreen, especially on the flow of neighbour¬
ing Paierlbreen. The SAR images could also be used to determine front positions
of the surrounding glaciers. This study illustrates the high potential of satellite in-

terferometry for glaciological studies, but also demonstrates the problems to derive

specific information as for the case of Hansbreen.
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